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ЦЕНТРАЛНА ЕНЕРГОРЕМОНТНА 
БАЗА ЕАД 

 
С 65 години опит в енергетиката, ЦЕРБ ЕАД се е  специализирала в 

извършването на диагностика, поддръжка, частичен или основен ремонт на: сухи и 
маслени трансформатори, автотрансформатори, както и всички видове въртящи се 
електрически машини. 

ЦЕРБ предлага на своите клиенти и следните услуги: 
o Вибродиагностика и балансировка на ротори, турбини, помпи и вентилатори 
o Контрол на метали 
o Превоз на тежки габаритни и извънгабаритни товари по шосе и ЖП 
o Обучение, акредитация и преакредитация на заварчици 

Успоредно с дейността си по диагностика, поддръжка и ремонт, ЦЕРБ разшири 
своята дейност като започна и производство на следните изделия: 

Производство на нови трансформатори 
o Силови трансформатори с номинална мощност до 80МVA и напрежения до 110kV  
o Разпределителни трансформатори с номинална мощност до 1600kVA и напрежения 

до 35kV  
o Сухи трансформатори с номинална мощност до 2500kVA и напрежения до 20kV 
o Активни съпротивления за заземяване на неутралата и устройства за изграждане на 

изкуствен звезден център 

Производство на нови въртящи се електрически машини 
o Хидрогенератори с номинална мощност до 10MVA и напрежения до 10,5kV 
o Постояннотокови двигатели с номинална мощност до 1500kW 
o Променливотокови двигатели (синхронни и асинхронни) с номинална мощност до 

2500kW и напрежения до 10,5kV 

Партньорство: ЦЕРБ е официален представител на GE Energy; Marelli Motori 
S.Р.A.; ETRA. 

Актуални проекти на ЦЕРБ извън страната: 
ЦЕРБ, в консорциум с италианската компания Ansaldo Sistemi Industriali, завърши 

предсрочно плановия ремонт в гръцката ВЕЦ Кремаста по поръчка на националната 
електрическа компания на Гърция PPC. Чрез работата на технолозите на ЦЕРБ мощността 
се повиши от 100MVA с 15%. Това е втори проект на българската компания в Кремаста, 
където през 2011г. се извърши авариен частичен ремонт на статора. 

В моментa в производствената база на ЦЕРБ се ремонтира трансформатор с мощност 
52MVA, 150kV също на гръцката компания PPC. През месец декември 2012г. се експедира 
отремонтиран трансформатор с мощност 31MVA и напрежения 110kV за EVN Македония. В 
процес е и приемането на статор на генератор 10MVA от Грузия, ТЕЦ Риони. 

В края на 2012г. ЦЕРБ започна работа и в Румъния, като в момента се ремонтират 
високоволтови двигатели на компанията Мечел в цеховете на Базата. 

През настоящата 2013 година ЦЕРБ ще изпълнява проекти в Босна и Херцеговина. 
Първата поръчка е технически преглед и ремонт на генератор в една от най-големите 
топлоелектрически централи в страната - ТЕЦ Какан (TPP Kakanj). Проектът е възложен на 
ЦЕРБ от най-голямата местна енергийна компания Elektroprivreda BiH, след провеждане на 
търг. 
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ELECTRONICS  

Methods of thermal investigation in electronics  
by infrared thermography 

Anna V. Andonova  

 
Since excessive dissipated power leads to elevated temperatures affecting on functionality, 

usability, and reliability of electronic devices and systems, interest to thermal phenomena occurring in 
this specific frame of reference has respectively increased in order to enable enhancing the thermal 
quality of products. One considerable tool to facilitate this work is infrared thermography. In this 
paper, infrared thermography methods for thermal investigation in the field of electronics are 
concisely described with examples. The paper presents the image processing methods for both 
approaches in classifying the level of faults in electronic products. Some advantages and 
disadvantages of both approaches are also analyzed. 

Метод на термично обследване в електрониката чрез инфрачервена термография 
(Анна В. Андонова). Интересът към термичните явления нараства поради факта, че  
превишаването на разсейваната мощност води до повишаване на температурата и влияе на 
функционалността, приложението и надеждността на електронните прибори и системи. 
Значимо средство в тази дейност е инфрачервената термография. В работата се описва с 
примери извършените изследвания, свързани с предложената инфрачервена методика за 
термичното обследване в областта на електрониката. Статията представя методите за 
обработка на образи за два подхода на класифициране на дефекти в електронните изделия. 
Анализирани са предимствата и недостатъците на тези два подхода.  

 

Introduction 
Thermal issues play an important part in optimiz-

ing the performance and reliability of electronic de-
vices and high-packing density electronic circuits. To 
improve the performance and reliability of electronic 
devices and systems and also to validate thermal mod-
els, accurate knowledge of local temperatures and 
thermal properties is required. 

In order to manage this challenging task, one has to 
know thoroughly the thermal phenomena and related 
factors appearing in electronics environment. Unfor-
tunately, in reality this aim is complicated by the fact 
that often the rigorous analytical treatment of the real 
device, where all three heat transfer modes are consid-
erable, may prove extremely difficult if possible at all. 
This emphasizes the significance of precise numerical 
simulations, taking advantage of adequate simplifica-
tions, and complementary experimental measure ele-
ments to verify their validity [1]. 

As a 2D imaging technique, infrared thermography 
(IRT) enables a straightforward and fast way to map 
the entire temperature distribution on whole area of 
interest in one goes. Taking into account the some-
times unexpected thermal behavior of electronic prod-

ucts, this may be a very advantageous feature com-
paring with traditional point-measurement techniques 
such as thermocouples. In addition, IR camera enables 
both capturing of single frames or, when required, re-
cording entire image sequences to study time-depend-
ent phenomena. 

For long, the typical application of thermography 
in electronics has mostly been plain inspection of 
design prototype or final products for possibly 
overheating components or otherwise problematic 
areas (‘hot spots’), or fault detection and localisation 
when the product has been returned for service. In this 
paper, some not yet so common applications of 
infrared imaging in electronics thermal management 
related research are concisely described with 
examples [2]. 

The recent research in this field has shown the 
interest on an automatic diagnosis system. This is due 
to fast analysis and robust compared to manual 
inspection. The common method that normally used in 
analyzing infrared thermogram can be divided into 
four steps: image preprocessing, segmentation, 
classification and decision making. The majority of 
the techniques were implemented in bottom-up order. 
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Conversely, another approach that is more top-
down oriented has been introduced recently. This 
paper presents a study of image processing methods 
for both approaches in classifying the level of faults in 
electronics. 

Basic principle of IRT 
Radiant emission is usually treated in terms of the 

concept of a blackbody which according to the 
Kirchhoff’s law, is a perfect radiator. The energy 
emitted by a blackbody is the maximum theoretically 
possible for a given temperature. The radiative power 
(or number of photon emitted) and its wavelength 
distribution are given by the Planck radiation law 
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where λ is the wavelength, T is the temperature, h is 
the Planck’s constant, c is the velocity of light, and k 
is the Boltzmann’s constant. 

The total radiation received from any object is the 
sum of the emitted, reflected and transmitted 
radiation. Objects that are not blackbodies emit only 
the fraction ε(λ) of blackbody radiation, and the 
remaining fraction, [1 – ε(λ)], is either transmitted or, 
for opaque objects, reflected. When the scene is 
composed of objects and backgrounds of similar 
temperatures, reflected radiation tends to reduce the 
available contrast. However, reflections of hotter or 
colder objects have a significant effect on the 
appearance of a thermal scene. 

A thermal image arises from temperature 
variations or differences in emissivity within a scene. 
The thermal contrast is one of the important 
parameters for IR imaging devices. It is the ratio of 
the derivative of spectral photon incidence to the 
spectral photon incidence 

(3) 
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The contrast in a thermal image is small when 
compared with visible image contrast due to 
differences in reflectivity. 

As per the Stefan-Boltzmann law the electric sig-
nal of the detector is as follows: 

(4) 4
objTU ε≈  (V) 

As the reflected ambient radiation and the self ra-
diation of the infrared thermometer are to be consid-
ered as well, the formula is as follows: 

(5) ( )( )444 1 pyrambobj TTTCU −−+= εε  

where U is the detector signal, Tobj is the object tem-
perature, Tamb is the temperature of background radia-
tion, Tpyr is the temperature of the device, C is the de-
vice specific constant and ρ = (1 – ε) is the reflection 
of the object. 

As infrared thermometers do not cover the wave-
length range as a whole, the exponent n depends on 
the wavelength. At wavelengths ranging from 1 to 14 
μm n is between 17 and 2 (at long wavelengths be-
tween 2 and 3 and at short wavelengths between 15 
and 17). 
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Thus the object temperature is determined as fol-
lows: 
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The results of these calculations for all tempera-
tures are stored as curve band in the EEPROM of the 
infrared thermometer. Thus a quick access to the data 
as well as a fast calculation of the temperature is guar-
antee. The formula shows that the emissivity is of 
central significance, if you want to determine the tem-
perature with radiation measurement. The emissivity 
stands for the relation of thermal radiations, which are 
generated by a grey and a black body at the same tem-
perature. The maximum emissivity for the black body 
is 1. A grey body is an object, which has the same 
emissivity at all, wavelengths and emits less infrared 
radiation than a black radiator (ε < 1). Bodies with 
emissivity, which depends on the temperature as well 
as on the wavelength, are called non grey or selective 
bodies (e.g. metals). 

The emissivity depends on the material, its surface, 
temperature, view angle and wavelength and some-
times on the measuring arrangement. 

Many objects consisting of nonmetallic material 
show a high and relatively constant emissivity inde-
pendent from their surface consistency, at least in long 
wave ranges. 

Generally metallic materials show a low emissiv-
ity, which strongly depends on the surface consistency 
and which drop in higher wavelengths. 

IR camera construction is similar to a digital video 
camera. The main components are a lens that focuses 
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IR onto a detector, plus electronics and software for 
processing and displaying thermographic images and 
temperatures on an LCD (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig.1. General diagram of an IR camera. 

Hence, IR cameras with these capabilities operate 
much like other types of smart temperature sensors. 
Their calibrated outputs can be accessed via one or 
more communication interfaces and monitored at a 
remote location. Images saved from these cameras are 
fully radiometric1 and can be analyzed off-line with 
standard software packages 

Measurement techniques & application 
The typical application of thermography in elec-

tronics has mostly been plain inspection of design 
prototype (Fig.2) or final products for possibly over-
heating components or otherwise problematic areas 
(‘hot spots’), or fault detection and localization (Fig.3) 
when the product has been returned for service. In 
these duties, the technique has clearly demonstrated 
its power to save considerable costs [3].  

 
Fig.2. Thermography test of a new convection reflow oven 

(research for IVAS TECH). 

Quintessential problems appearing in IR imaging 
of electronics and limiting the applicability of the 
method are varying emissivity and inaccessibility of 
samples in operational use. These issues can be at 
least partially compensated by using such means as 
emissivity equalization, IR transparent windows, and 
temporal backwards extrapolation of true tempera-
tures. 

 
Fig.3. Thermographiy test of street LED lamp with prob-
lems in power supply (research for Troyan Motor Ltd). 

IR imaging of electronics inside enclosures and 
emissivity correction 

The most limiting problem of using IR thermogra-
phy is that the practical devices in their operational 
environment of use are located inside enclosures, thus 
disabling direct thermal imaging. Test results obtained 
elsewhere cannot give the full picture of the sample. 

Two possibilities to avoid the problem are 
• to replace part of the enclosure with IR transpar-

ent material 
• to extrapolate the earlier temperature backwards 

in time after revealing the sample from its chas-
sis and thus changing the measurement circum-
stance (Fig.4). 

 
Fig.4. Thermal measurements of electrical drive’s over-

heating (research for AMK, Gabrovo) 

Both flexible (such as LDPE film) and solid (ZnSe, 
for instance) window materials are able to provide re-
liable results when appropriately calibrated with ther-
mocouples and transparency function of the camera 
properly adjusted. However, in applications in which 
the window material constitutes an important heat 
transfer route or is exposed to stress the solid option is 
preferred. The extrapolation, for its part, may lead to 
considerable underestimations of operational tem-
peratures especially if the sample has to be moved for 
imaging when it is subjected to forced convection by 
draught. 

On the Fig.5 is shown LED’s power supply with 
enclosure having overhearing problems [4]. 

Another unfavorable feature of electronics objects 
is varying emissivity, which makes the estimation of 
real temperatures tedious. Although emissivity cor-
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rection algorithms based on reference images captured 
in known temperature may often facilitate the meas-
urements, the practice has shown that covering the 
sample with a layer of known emissivity provides 
most reliable results. 

 
Fig.5. Thermal image of LED power supply with enclosure 

(research for HIS Ltd) 

Visualization of heat transfer and cooling devices 

Also the impact of additional cooling methods 
such as minifans, microjets, heat sinks, enhanced heat 
transfer routes, and heat pipes on thermal behavior of 
the source can often be easily examined by using IR 
thermography. As an example, Fig. 6 depicts the set 
up designed for thermography research in the field of 
heat transfer and cooling tests in the range from 0oC to 
150oC by an infrared FPA 640x480 pixels FLIR 
ThermaCam SC640, giving 30 fps with RS170 
EIA/NTSC or CCIR/PAL video output and standard 
JPEG fail format of the thermal images.  

 
Fig.6. View of the setup for thermography tests of elec-

tronic assemblies. 

The main parameters of the IR camera are: spatial 
resolution (IFOV) 0,65 mrad, thermal sensitivity 
0,06oC, spectral range 7,5 μm to 13 μm, and tempera-
ture range from -40 oC to 2000 oC. The camera is sup-

plied with visual and IR 24ox18o, 45ox34o and close-
up 50 μm lenses. 

On the Fig.7 can be seen the thermal image of high 
temperature sensor and heat transfer on his surface. 

 
Fig.7. Thermographic study of high temperature sensor 

(research for Sensor NITE). 

Heat conduction in PWBs 

Usually the most important heat transfer route 
from the heat source is conduction from the chip via 
the package to the PWB. In the example depicted in 
Fig.8, thermal image of spot-welding process per-
formed with a robot is shown  

 
Fig.8. Thermogram of spot-welding by a robot (research 

for FESTO Bulgaria). 

Reference printed wired board platform 

Often a more generic, well controlled platform 
maybe comprising some product range-specific fea-
tures is very practical for reference purposes. It has 
constructed such a PWB representing the most essen-
tial thermographic features from telecommunication 
electronics point of view. It has proven quite useful in 
such applications as performance comparisons of IR 
imaging set-ups, procedures and operators, introduc-
ing thermography to beginning or occasional opera-
tors, studying factors influencing the measurement re-
sults and their accuracy, examining the hardware in-
dependent phenomena like deposition of impurities on 
thermally interesting surfaces, and comparison of nu-
merical simulations to measurement results.  
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Investigation of exposed silicon chips 

Certain component packaging techniques enable 
direct imaging of operating dies or in some cases they 
may be exposed if desired. However, such difficulties 
as microscopic structural details, IR transparency and 
reflectance of silicon, inadequate spatial resolution, 
and low emissivity of both Si and metallization im-
mediately arise. 

In Fig. 9, an infrared image from the thermgraphy 
tests of micro hot plates is shown.  

 
Fig.9. Thermal image of micro hotplate for gas sensors (re-

search for AMG Technology). 

On the next Fig.10 a thermal image of an MMIC 
with GaAs and CMOS chips, manufactured on 
pHEMT technology can be seen. The thermal study 
has shown a perfectly done thermal design. 

 
Fig.10. Thermogram of MMIC (research for RaySat). 

In addition to defining the run-time thermal be-
havior of the chip, the experimental data were used to 
validate the component-level numerical simulations 
and to study the applicability of microscopic IR 
method. The comparison against the simulation values 
indicates that the quantitative spatial resolution of the 
IR camera at which accurate temperature values can 
be obtained is too coarse to pick up the fine structure 
and real maximum temperature of the component. On 
the other hand, it also alludes that the simulations may 
underestimate the lateral heat diffusion in the compo-
nent. 

Examination of demonstrator units 

An often useful method to experimentally study 
and predict the thermal behavior and related heat 
transfer mechanisms in sometimes very complicated 
real electronic devices is to design a simplified mock-
up demonstrator unit, in which all the inessential 
electronic and mechanical complications are removed 
but which is thermally similar to the original set-up. In 
this way the real device can be emulated in well-con-
trolled environment and the effect of design variables 
can be easily tested. Simultaneously, the numerical 
model will usually be drastically simplified. 

An example of measuring such a demonstrator for 
heat sink thermal test is shown in Fig 11, where Fig. 
11a) depicts a numerical CFD simulation of the dem-
onstrator temperature distribution, Fig. 11b) shows the 
actual temperatures measured with an IR camera and 
Fig.11c) shows the photo of the sample. Frequently, 
like also in this case, the CFD results may easily un-
derestimate the true temperatures (with accuracy 
(better than 10%). Thus, the experimental verification 
of the calculations is always necessary. 

a) b)   

c)  
Fig 11. Digital simulation, IR test and simplified 

demonstrator, respectively. 

Others applications and image analysis 
Radiation of infrared is caused by molecular vi-

bration where the atoms comprising the molecules vi-
brate and/or grid vibration where grid of molecular 
structure vibrates. Based on these other variation 
measurements utilizing infrared in electronics are: 

• stress measurement; 
• moisture measurements; 
• visualization of difference in emissivity; 
• film thickness gauge; 
• utilization of thermal inertia; 
• adhesion assessment. 

For real time image analysis and data storage is 
used ThermaCAM Researcher 2.8 with next main 
features: temperature and static image analysis, high-
speed IR video and data analysis, automatic sequence 
reduction, image subtraction, variable image replay 
rate, custom formulas, conversion of IR images to 
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AVI, BMP, JPEG or Matlab formats, store measure-
ment tool results in ASCII format, OLE-2 automation. 

Other software Reporter v.8 is used for creating 
completing and professional reports with triplefusion 
picture-in-picture, trending functionality, automati-
cally adding GPS coordinates and full integrated with 
Microsoft word. 

On the Fig.12 one view of the analyzed result’ 
spreadsheet is shown. 

 
Fig.12. A spreadsheet with thermogram, 2D histogram, 
temperature profile and transient distribution of a hot 

thermal flux. 

On the fig.13 are shown results after contour and 
3D thermal analysis of a relay [5]. 

 
Fig.13.. Contour analysis and 3D IR image of an 

electromechanical relay (research for BDZ). 

Other types of analysis are shown on Fig.14 - 3D 
thermal histogram and fusion of the optical and infra-
red images, respectively. 

 
Fig.14. Thermal histogram and fusion of optical and IR 

image (research for Overgas). 

Image processing methods for evaluating 
infrared thermographic image 

There are two methods that are commonly used in 
diagnosing the conditions which are qualitative and 
quantitative. The qualitative measurement is widely 
used method by employing the ΔT criteria [6]. It is 
also known as comparative thermography. When the 
comparative technique is used appropriately and cor-
rectly, the differences between the two (or more) sam-
ples will often be indicative of their condition. Fig. 15 
shows the example of hotspot and the reference point. 
Hot area is the suspected component and the reference 
must be another similar component which has the 
same condition. It could be also a similar component 
in other phases. 

 
Fig.15. Hotspot and the reference point for Hall sensor. 

The advantage of this method is that it is a 
practical method to establish \failure" or\no failure" 
and the emissivity has only a minor impact on the 
result. A drawback is that the ΔT criterion does not 
say anything about whether the equipment's 
temperature limits are actually exceeded. In 
quantitative measurement, the observation is 
established by measuring the absolute temperature of 
electronic devices or systems under the same ambient 
conditions. As the reference temperature has to be 
measured, it is requires an even greater understanding 
of the variables influencing the radiometric 
measurement, as well as its limitations. It is vital to 
determine what margin of error is acceptable before 
beginning an inspection, and to work carefully to stay 
within those bounds. This will include all the variables 
such as ambient condition, type of object to be 
inspected, thermal imager specification as well as 
thermographer itself. In this case, related data and in-
formation must be collected and adjustment should be 
made accordingly. 

Research in image processing incorporated with an 
intelligent system for diagnosing the condition of 
electronic objects by evaluating its IRT image is still 
at the early stages. Only few researches have been 
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done with some different techniques. In evaluating the 
condition of electronic devices and systems, the image 
processing methods can be classified into bottom-up 
and top-down approaches. Generally, the common 
image processing method that is normally used in an 
infrared thermogram can be divided into few steps: 
image preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction, 
classification and decision. The straightforward ap-
proach is by following the steps one by one in bottom-
up order. 

Conversely, top-down oriented is more problem 
specific process of identifying the interesting image 
region. Both methods yield a region of interest (ROI). 
Decision will be made base on the information ex-
tracted and evaluated from these regions.  

Top-down Approach 

Since the method of IRT evaluation of electronic 
devices and systems are using a qualitative measure-
ment, all the similar and identical structures within the 
thermogram should be grouped together. Detecting a 
regular structure will be the first step in segmentation 
by grouping the repetitive structure. The common 
steps used in evaluating the thermal anomaly of elec-
tronic objects based on top-down oriented can be 
summarized by a flowchart as shown in Fig. 16.  

Start

Finding ROI

Identify the

repeated structure

Segmentation

process

Relevant
information

Decision making

Result

 
Fig.16. Flowchart. 

In detecting the electronic system’s structure, the 
region of interest (ROI) should be identified first. For 
finding the repeated objects or structures, the tasks can 
be broken down into two separate steps: 

• finding interesting features in the image and de-
scribing these using pre-specified descriptors; 

• comparing all the features and look for matches. 
In finding a repeated pattern in an image, one ap-

proach is to identify distinctive features in the image, 
describe the features, and compare them with each 
other to find similar regions within the image. 

One of the most popular techniques to identify the 
features is using Scale Invariant Feature Transform 
(SIFT), which was implemented by [7] for finding in-

terest region of electrical installation. It first locates 
points of interest in a linear scale-space, and then as-
signs a descriptor vector constructed as local histo-
grams of image gradient orientations around the point. 
The advantages of SIFT descriptor are invariant to 
image rotation and scale. Using the concept of feature 
matching in SIFT algorithm, the repeated object in the 
thermogram can be detected. The detected objects 
then segmented before enter the classification process. 

There are three approaches were used to determine 
the thermal severity of an electronic object. The first 
is direct interpretation by identifying the maximum 
temperature for each region and evaluate the condition 
based on ΔT criteria. The maximum temperature is 
determined by finding the highest pixel value within 
the selected region. Calculating the histogram or his-
togram distance can also be used for finding the simi-
larity between two objects. In this case, the histogram 
for each region is computed and compared with other 
region in order to get the ΔT. Another method is by 
analyzing the gradient of the segmented region. One 
of the advantages of utilizing the gradient analysis is 
that the source of the hotspot which was occurred in 
the electronic object can be identified. 

Bottom-up Approach 

To identify the hotspot within the IRT image, the 
simplest way is using the thresholding technique. 
Thresholding technique has been a common technique 
for image segmentation due to its intuitive and simple 
implementation. Based on the gray-level histogram of 
an image, the target object is separated from the back-
ground at a specific threshold. The thresholded image, 
g(x; y) of an image, f(x; y) is defined as 

(8) ( ) ( )
( )⎩

⎨
⎧

≤
≥

=
Tyxif
Tyxif

yxg
,0
,1

,  

The hotspot region can be segmented through se-
lecting a suitable threshold value. Morphological im-
age processing was used to extract the hotspot where 
the maximum gray pixel value determines the maxi-
mum temperature of the hotspot region. The reference 
temperature is derived from the average gray values of 
the object other than the hotspot region. 

The condition of the electronic object is calculated 
by comparing the hotspot temperature and the refer-
ence temperature. Instead of using a gray level image, 
the original image has also been used for image seg-
mentation and feature extraction processes. In this re-
gard, the relevant information around the faulty point 
area is selected and all the pixel values outside the 
faulty area are set to zero [8]. Only fault region of 
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gray level image is extracted using Zernike moment as 
the input features of support vector machine. It is also 
possible to extract features of a thermogram directly 
from its RGB data. 

This method is quite straightforward without im-
plementing any applying advance image processing 
method. Nevertheless, the problem with this technique 
is high processing time due to the large feature vector 
to be computed by neural network algorithm [9]. 

Conclusions 
As seen, infrared thermography is versatile and 

powerful instruments to apply both in thermal designs 
work of electronics and in studying the specific ther-
mal phenomena taking place in such applications. 

During the design stage IR is used to observe the 
heat distribution and its impact on components. The 
boards are next inspected in situ to evaluate the impact 
of any further heat flow conditions that might affect 
their performance. At the manufacturing stage infrared 
can be used to inspect the actual systems (devices) 
being produced. The integrated circuits board being 
inspected is energized in a test stand. The result has 
been a dramatic reduction in repair costs and an in-
crease in quality assurance. 

However, there are also dangers in using IR cam-
eras of which both operators and all users of the ob-
tained data must be aware of. Keeping all the effective 
factors in mind, infrared camera certainly is an inesti-
mable tool for electronics thermal management – not 
only in fault detection, but also in providing quantita-
tive research data required to manufacture thermally 
more advanced products. 

Faults in electronic products can be classified into 
a few categories such as poor connection, short cir-
cuit, overloading, load imbalance and improper com-
ponent assembly. 

Both bottoms-up and top-down approaches were 
successfully implemented using various techniques in 
identifying fault in electrics. Since the thermographic 
images of electronic components and systems nor-
mally show a very high variation in appearance such 
as object distance from camera (scale change) and an-
gle (view point change). The most suitable approach is 
describing the image using local features based on 
top-down approach, which are more robust to this 
kind of changes. Generally, local segmentation using 
top-down oriented has a great advantage over bottom-
up approach. However, upgrading technique or intro-
ducing a new method could improve the diagnosing 
method of electrical equipments. 
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Research on dynamic characteristics of identical converters with 
common input and output dc voltages 

Hristo M. Antchev, Petar T. Goranov 

 
 In the paper is presented author’s research on transient processes for identical shunt operating  

converters – common supply dc voltage and common load dc bus. Those transient analyses are related 
to load current step variation  for shunt operating converters. Mathematical relations are obtained  
for output voltage variation. Results from computer simulations are added. Experimental data is 
presented in order to confirm theoretical analyses. There are shown that an improved transient 
parameters are obtained due to shunt converters connection. 

Изследване на динамичните свойства на еднакви  преобразуватели с общи  входно и 
изходно постоянни напрежения (Христо М. Анчев, Петър Т. Горанов). В статията са 
представени изследванията на авторите върху измененията на изходното напрежение по 
време на преходните процеси на еднакви преобразуватели с общо входно и изходно постоянни 
напрежения. Тези изменения са изследвани при стъпално изменение на товарния ток за 
отделен преобразувател и за система от  паралелно свързани по отношение на входа и изхода 
преобразуватели. Получени са математически зависимости, описващи изменението на 
изходното напрежение, представени са резултати от изследване посредством компютърна 
симулация. Представени са експериментални резултати, потвърждаващи теоретичните, и 
показващи подобрените показатели на преходния процес при системата от паралелно 
работещи преобразуватели. 

 

Introduction 
Researches on systems of dc/dc converters for re-

newable energy sources are known [1]-[7]. Main im-
portance in them is paid on the harmonization of their 
characteristics to those of other elements – photo-
voltaic modules, fuel cells, ultra capacitors. Different 
algorithms for control of shunt operating converters 
are proposed as the purpose is equilibration of their 
charge and decrease of the pulsations of input and 
output currents [8]-[10]. Transient processes under 
different disturbances for the system of dc/dc con-
verters are relatively rarely analyzed, for example 
[11], [12]. In these researches a special attention is 
paid to the distribution of output currents between 
different converters during the transient process by 
means of different algorithms for currents equilibra-
tion. In the practice there are dc consumers, which 
are sensitive to their supply voltage and their opera-
tion is related to sudden variation of their current – 
for example the audio equipment. 

The purpose of the present research is analysis of 
transient process when sudden load variation of one 
converter and a system of converters with common 
input and output dc voltages with equivalent power 
occurs. As a result of comparative analysis find out 

potential advantages concerning the parameters of 
transient analyses for a system of converters.  

Mathematic relations 
The equivalent research circuit of transient proc-

ess by varying the load current is presented on fig.1, 
where: 

 1. SSU  - the output voltage in steady state, which 
is defined as: 

(1) OOISS RIUkU .. −= , 

 k  is factor relating the values of the input and out-
put voltages [8], [11], OI  and OR  - values of the 
output current and the output resistance of the con-
verter. 

2. ( )pZO  - transient output impedance; 
3. ( )pIOΔ  - function,  presenting the variation of 

the current during the transient process; 

4. ( )pU OΔ  - function presenting the variation of 
the voltage of the transient output impedance during 
the transient process: 
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(2) ( ) ( ) ( )pZpIpU OOO .Δ=Δ  

 

SSU

( )pZO

( )pIOΔ

( )pUO

( )pUOΔ

 

Fig.1.Equivalent circuit for analysis of the transient 
process under varying the output current 

From fig.1 it can be seen that the value of the output 
voltage of the converter can be defined by means of 

(3)     ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pZpIUpUUpU OOSSOSSO .Δ−=Δ−= . 

In [6] by identifying the converter as “black box” 
and using the system step response, the following ex-
pression is proposed for the transient output imped-
ance 

(4) ( ) 22
2

2
1

..2
..
apbp
pKpKpZO ++

+
=  

where ξω .; aba == . 
The method for defining ξω,,, 21 KK  from the 

oscillogram of the transient process of the output 
voltage is presented [6]. 

Let examine N  identical converters, operating in 
parallel, with common input and output dc voltages. 
If neglect the possible asymmetries in the circuits, so 
the values of the output resistance OR , the transient 
output impedance ( )pZO , as those of the steady state 
voltage SSU  of all converters are identical. So in par-
allel connection the equivalent circuit will be identi-
cal to that presented on fig.1 with variation of the 
values as follows: 

(5) ( ) ( )
N

pZ
pZ

N
R

R O
ON

O
ON == ;  

If we assume that step variation of the output cur-

rent with value of OIΔ , so the output voltage for one 
and N  converters will be: 

(6) ( ) ( ) ( )pZ
p
I

UpUUpU O
O

SSOSSO .
Δ

−=Δ−=  

(7) ( ) ( ) ( )
N

pZ
p
IUpUUpU OO

SSNONSSNON .Δ
−=Δ−=  

where  

(8) 
N
R

IUkU O
OISSN .. −=  

From the deducted relations it can be seen that the 
character of the transient process in shunt operating 
converters is preserved, but both the value of the 
steady state output voltage and instant values of the 
output voltage during the transient process change. 
On the basis of (4) and (6) it can noted that: 

(9)  ( ) ( ) 22
2

2
1

..2
...1.
apbp
pKpK

Np
IUpUUpU O

SSNONSSNON ++
+Δ−=Δ−=  

Or only for the variation of the transient output 
impedance during the transient process of N operat-
ing identical converters with common input and out-
put dc voltages, the expression is: 

(10) ( ) 22
2

2
1

..2
...1.
apbp
pKpK

Np
I

pU O
ON ++

+Δ
=Δ  

Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (10) is 
obtained equation (11). 

It should be noted that in similar way a research of 
other functions, expressing the variation of the output 
current can be done. The analyzed step variation is 
the most frequently met in practice and is used for re-
search on dynamic characteristics of dc sources. 

Computer simulation analyses 
Computer simulations by means of ORCAD 10.5 

software of one and two buck shunt converters. The 
simulation model is shown in fig.2. 

The operating frequency is 20 kHz, duty cycle – 
0.26. Inductance values are 600 Hμ , and capacitor 
values – 1000 Fμ . Step variation of the output cur-
rent by increasing and decreasing by 5A is simulated.  
Results for one converter are presented on fig.3, and 
for two converters – on fig.4. 

(11)   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−−⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−+

+
Δ

=Δ − taatab
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Kta
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bta

K
bKe
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K

N
I

tU tbO
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Fig.2. Computer simulation analysis model. 

           Time
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Fig.3. One converter simulation results for step variation of the output current by 5A- from 5 to 10 A  

and conversely between 30 and 50 mS  
 output voltage, output current and inductance current. 

           Time

30ms 32ms 34ms 36ms 38ms 40ms 42ms 44ms 46ms 48ms 50ms 52ms 54ms 56ms 58ms29ms 59ms
V(L2:2,0) I(L1) I(L2) I(R4)
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Fig.4. Two converters simulation results for step variation of the output current by 5A- from 5 to 10 A  

and conversely between 30 and 50 mS 
 output voltage, output current and inductance current. 
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From the waveforms for the transient state of the 
output voltage can be defined the following 
factors ξξω .,,,, 21 abaKK == , of relation (11) [6], 
[13]. From the waveform of the output voltage is 
subtracted its steady value and the waveform for 

( )tU ONΔ  is obtained. In fig.5 and fig.6 are shown 
the obtained relations for one and two converters 
respectively. When increasing the output current the 
coordinates of the points, corresponding to the first 
minimum ( )111 , tyA  and the first maximum 

( )222 , tyA  are evaluated. From relation: 

 (12)      12 tt
d

−=
ω
π

 

is defined the frequency dω . 

ξ  is defined as: 

(13)      
2

2

1

2

1

1.ln1
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⎥
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⎟
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⎠
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⎝

⎛
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⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎝
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=

π

π
ξ

y
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y
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The frequency ω is defined as: 

(14)      
21 ξ

ωω
−

= d                                                   

The following parameters ξω .; aba == can 
also be defined. The auxiliary quantities ϕ  and G  
are also defined: 

 (15) 1

21
tarctg dω

ξ
ξ

ϕ −
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛ −
=  

           Time
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Fig.5. Waveforms  for OU , OI  and ( )tU ONΔ  for one converter 

           Time

30.00ms 32.00ms 34.00ms 36.00ms 38.00ms 40.00ms 42.00ms 44.00ms 46.00ms 48.00ms 50.00ms 52.00ms 54.00ms 56.00ms 58.00ms 60.00ms 62.00ms 64.00ms28.65ms
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Fig.6. Waveforms for OI and ( )tU ONΔ  for two converters 
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        ( )ϕω
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where OIΔ is the value of the current variation. 

1K and  2K are also defined: 
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ϕ
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..
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+=              

The read and calculated values for both cases are 
the following: 

− For one converter the points are 
( )mSVA 163.1,1105.31 − , 
( )mSVA 75.3,7378.12 , so 

s
rad

d
310.214.1=ω , 310.2.182 −=ξ , 

s
rad310.234.1=ω , 

s
rada 310.234.1= , 

s
radb 83.224= ,  rad317.1−=ϕ , 

821.0−=G , 795.01 =K , 
69.8172 −=K . 

− For two converters the points are  
( )mSVA 2.1,9.11 − , 
( )mSVA 775.3,088.12 , so 

s
rad

d
310.22.1=ω , 310.73.174 −=ξ , 

s
rad310.239.1=ω , 

s
rada 310.239.1= , 

s
radb 49.216= , rad366.1−=ϕ , 

499.0−=G , 012.01 =K , 6062 −=K . 

By replacing them in (11) the following 
expressions for the output variation in function of the 
time respectively for one and two converters are 
obtained: 

(17)   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
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From the computer simulation analysis presented 

above it can be seen that in shunt operating converter 
system the transient process has better parameters – 
smaller overshoot and duration. These are additional 
advantages to the well-known ones, in relation to the 
pulsation diminution of output current and their 
frequency increase [8], [10]. 

Experimental analysis 
A sample of DC/DC converter with common 

output voltage is realized under the circuit 
configuration of fig.7. For the power model Fuji 
transistor modules 2MBI50N-060 have been used.  
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Fig.7.Circuit configuration of the sample of DC/DC 

converter with common output voltage 
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Feedbacks for monitoring of the output voltage 
and the common output current of the converters as 
well as for the current consummated by the source 
are foreseen. The values of the operating frequency 
and of the passive elements are the same as those of 
the computer simulation. As it can be seen from fig.7 
that the realization allows the monitoring of 
bidirectional converter composed of two converters 
in parallel as for the purpose of the presented analysis 
the operations of buck converters are researched. The 
nominal value of the dc bus is 48V. In fig.8 is shown 
the aspect of the sample. 

By means of electronic load M9713 is simulated 
the output voltage variation from 5 to 10А and 
conversely, as the duration of the variation is 20 mS, 
as in computer simulation analysis. The value of the 
input voltage for which are presented the 
oscillograms is 200 V, as in the circuit of fig.2. 

In fig.9 are shown the oscillograms for transient 
response for one converter and in fig.10 – for two 
converters. Chanel 2 of the oscilloscope is connected 
to the output of the electronic load, which is 
calibrated as follows 12А/1V. 

From the comparison of the respective 
oscillograms of fig.9 and fig.10 the better parameters 
of the transient process in both converters – 
overshoot and duration can be seen. 

Conclusion 
In N shunt operating converters with common dc 

input and output voltages the character of transient 
processes when varying the output current is the 

same as for one converter. Instant values of the 
voltage dip of the output transient impedance of the 
system of converters decrease in conformity with 
(11). In the system of parallel operating converters 
the transient process has better parameters– 
overshoot and duration.  

The deductions above are confirmed by research 
of one and two buck converters by means of 
computer simulation. 
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Fig.9. Oscillograms of transient processes for one 
converter: CH1 - voltage ( )tUONΔ ; CH2 -  output 

current. 
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current. 
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COMMUNICATION TECHNICS 

Deductive X-fault simulator 

Pavlinka G. Radoyska 

 
In this paper is presented X-deductive fault simulator, developed as a modification of classic 

deductive fault simulation algorithm to become consistent with X-fault model. The popular fault 
models, addressed to the digital circuit diagnosis are discussed. The main approaches in fault 
diagnosis and theory of single location of a time have been considered. The X-fault model, main 
principles and propagation equations are described. X-fault model describes any defect on gate output 
such as open and short connections, Bayesian defects and bridge faults. X-fault is a single type fault 
for gates with fanout-free output and multiple fault type for gates with fanout output. The three of the 
most popular fault simulation algorithms and the possibility of their implementation in X-fault 
diagnosis are discussed. Features and peculiarities of the X-deductive fault simulations are outlined. 
Two fault sets are assigned to any line: single X-fault set and multiple X-fault set, to describe X-faults 
and to facilitate propagations calculations. For any gate any of the tow sets are processed separately. 
Single X-fault set is manipulating according to the classic deductive algorithm. An algorithm for 
multiple X-fault set calculations is presented. One implementation of X-deductive fault simulator is 
offered.  

Симулатор на Х-повреди от дедуктивен тип (Павлинка Радойска). В статията е 
представен симулатор на Х-повреди от дедуктивен тип. Симулаторът е разработен на 
базата на класическия дедуктивен алгоритъм за симулиране на единични повреди  като са 
отчетени особеностите модела на X-повредите. Описани са основните принципи на 
моделиране и разпространение на X-повредите. Х-повредите позволяват моделиране на 
различни сложни дефекти като например къси съединения, отворени вериги, Византийски 
дефекти, мостови дефекти. Х-повредите се моделират на изхода на всеки булев елемент в 
схемата. За булевите елементи, които имат само по един изход, моделираната Х-повреда е 
от единичен тип. За булевите елементи, които имат разклонение на изхода, моделираната Х-
повреда е от множествен тип. Принципите на разпространение на двата типа повреди са 
описани в изложението. Дискутирани са три от най-популярните алгоритми за симулиране на 
повреди и възможностите за тяхното адаптиране за провеждане на симулации, базирани на 
Х-повреди. Описан е алгоритмът за реализиране на симулатор на Х-повреди от дедуктивен 
тип. За всеки булев елемент се генерират две множества от Х-повреди, ефекта от които 
може да се наблюдава на изхода на елемента: на единичните и на множествените повреди. 
Обособяването на двете множества се налага заради различните правила на 
разпространение на двата типа повреди и с цел опростяване на изчисленията. 

 

Introduction  
The most popular and the most well-studied fault 

model is the single stuck-at fault (SAT) model. This 
model is widely used for test pattern generation. 
However, it is not comprehensive enough for 
modeling more complex defects. To cover this gap the 
bridge fault model, the open fault model, the gate 
delay fault model and the path delay fault model [1], 
[2] have been developed. 

The purpose of a fault diagnosis is to determine the 
cause and if possible to identify the locations of a 
failure in a defectively manufactured chip. Software-
based fault diagnosis algorithms include cause-effect 
and effect-cause approaches. Effect-cause diagnosis 
uses fault injection and simulation. Effect-cause 
diagnostic [3], [4] starts from possible causes 
(candidates). One fault is injected on a time and 
simulations are performed. The simulated responses 
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are compared with the observed tester results to 
identify the faulty scan cells. This approach is time 
consuming and is useful when complex fault models 
are used. The main advantages of the effect-cause 
approach are its simplicity and generality. The 
disadvantages are in low precision and lack of 
indication of a defect mechanism. 

Cause-effect diagnosis [5], [6] is based on a pre-
calculated fault signature, which is also called fault 
dictionary. Cause-effect diagnosis assumes one or 
more specific fault models and compares circuit 
behavior to fault simulations. Cause-effect diagnosis 
implicates a mechanism as well as a location of the 
defect and this becomes its main advantage. A 
disadvantage, which could be pointed, is presumption 
of fooling by unmodeled defects.  

Classic single fault models cannot model all 
physical defects. These defects behave as multiple 
faults. Multiple-fault diagnosis puts on some 
difficulties. First of all the number of fault 
combinations for examination and simulation grows 
exponentially. Fault masking is the second problem. 
One decision is SLAT (Single Location At a Time) 
paradigm [7], [8]. SLAT belongs to effect-cause 
diagnosis. A SLAT pattern is a failing pattern which 
can be explained by a single location fault. With the 
SLAT patterns, individual stuck-at faults can be 
identified and then used to derive the possible 
combinations of the real multiple faults (also called 
multiplets). SLAT algorithm has two phases. During 
the first phase, backtracking is performed from failing 
outputs to find candidates that can explain the failing 
pattern – successful faults. Successful faults are stored 
in a table. If there are two faults on the same location 
but with opposite faulty values, they collapse into one. 
The second phase is focused on minimizing the faults 
that can explain all failing SLAT patterns. The result 
fault set is called multiplet. SLAT patterns can be 
used to diagnose more complex faults, such as 
Byzantine faults or bridging faults.  

The X-fault model [9], [10] is based on a SLAT 
paradigm according to which, if there are two faults in 
one location, they are most likely caused by one 
defect. X-fault model describes one fault on one 
location and defines simulation rules. X-fault model 
combines the efficiency of techniques based on stuck-
at faults with SLAT diagnostic power.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2 an X-fault model is described. In section 3 
classic fault simulation methods in X-fault model 
aspects are discussed. In section 4 a Deductive X-fault 
simulator is presented. A X-fault simulator 

implementation is presented in section 5. Section 6 
outlines tasks for further work. 

X-fault model 
X-fault model elaborates a SLAT method in fault 

modeling aspect. X-fault is a logic level model for any 
defect that could occur in the gate and cause effect on 
its proper functionality. X-fault is modeled on gate 
output. The X-faults are described as follows [9]: 

1) A fanout-free gate has exactly one X-fault on its 
output, corresponding to any defect.  Logic value on 
the output is opposite to the fault-free value. In this 
paper this X-fault is called single X-fault. Single X-
fault represents SAT faults on the gate output. X-fault 
is marked by an identifier and output line name.  

2) A fanout gate has one X-fault on its output, 
corresponding to any defect and different X-fault 
effects on its output branches. X-faults on any branch 
are marked by a unique identifier and branch name. In 
this paper this X-fault is called multiple X-fault. 

On fig.1 two gates are shown: fanout-free (G1) and 
fanout(G2). For two of them X-faults are modeled. On 
G1 output there is a single X-fault with identifier X. 
X-fault on G1 (XG1) is defined by one element set 
(XG1={X(c)}). On G2 output there is multiple X-fault 
with three identifiers: X1 for c1, X2 for c2 and X3 on 
c3. X-fault on G2 (XG2) is defined by three element set 
(XG2={X1(c1), X2(c2), X3(c3)}).  

           
Fig. 1. X-faults for fanout-free and fanout gates. 

X-faults propagate according to the X-fault 
arithmetic rules.  

1. Multiplication of X-fault and 0 is 0. 
Multiplication of X-fault and 1 is X-fault. 

(1) AND(Xi(b),0)= 0     

(2) AND(Xi(b),1)= Xi(b)    

2. Sum of X-fault and 0 is X-fault. Sum of X-
fault and 1 is 1. 

(3) OR(Xi(b1),0)= Xi(b1)    

(4) OR(Xi(b1),1)= 1    

3. Inversion of X-fault has the same identifier 
and branches list, but the effect is opposite. 

(5) NOT(Xi(b))= )(biX     

(6) NAND(Xi(b),1)= )(biX    

&  

G2 
c2, X2(c2)a 

b 

c1, X1(c1)

c3, X3(c3)

&  

G1
c, X(c)a

b
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(7) NOR( )(biX , 0)=Xi(b)    

4. Excluding Or (XOR) of X-fault and 0 is X-
fault. Sum of X-fault and 1 is )(biX .  

(8) XOR(Xi(b),0)= Xi(b)    

(9) XOR(Xi(b),1)= )(biX     

5. The sum of two inverse faults is 1 and 
multiplication of them is 0. This is because if  Xi(b)=0 
then  )(biX =1 and vice verse. 

(10) AND(Xi(b), )(biX )=0    

(11) OR(Xi(b), )(biX )=1    

(12) XOR (Xi(b), )(biX )=1    
6. If on two or more gate inputs x-faults with 

different identifiers could be observed, the resulting 
X-fault has a new identifier and the branches list is a 
combination from basic branches lists. 

(13) G(X1(B1),X1(B2), … , Xk(Bk))= )(
1

1 
k

i
k BiX

=
+ ,  

where k is the number of gate inputs, having been 
affected by X-fault. For example: 
NOR(X3(b1,b2),X2(b2),0,X4(b3))=X5(b1, b2, b3) 
AND(X1(b1), )3(3 bX )=X6(b1,b3)   

X-fault simulation process is illustrated with a 
circuit on fig.2.  

 

 

Fig.2. X-faults for fanout-free and fanout gates. 

Let on primary inputs be applied a vector (01101). 
After fault-free simulation, a vector (101) is obtained 
on primary outputs. Let gate A has defect, which is 
modelled as X-fault. X-fault, with unique 
identification symbols, is injected for the three 
branches at gate A output: X1(a1) on line a1, X2(a2) 
on line a2, X3(a3) on line a3.  

The next step is fault propagation: 

For gate B is applied equation (6): 
NAND(X1(a1),1)= )1(1 aX .  

For gate C is applied equation (3):  
OR( )1(1 aX ,0)= )1(1 aX . 

For gate D is applied equation (13): 
AND( )1(1 aX ,X2(a2))= X3(a1,a2). 

For gate E is applied equation (4): 
OR( )1(1 aX ,1)=1. 

As an end step is obtained that injected X-fault 
could be observed only on PO1 and PO2.  

Fault simulation algorithms  
The most popular fault simulation algorithms are 

four: serial, parallel, deductive and concurrent. Serial 
fault simulation is the simplest of them. First, the 
circuit is simulated in the fault-free mode for all 
vectors and primary output values are saved in a file. 
Next, faulty circuits are simulated one by one. A serial 
fault simulator repeatedly uses a true-value simulator. 
This fault simulator is the simplest, however, the 
slowest one. The idea of parallel fault simulation is to 
use the bit-parallelism of logical operations in a digital 
computer. A parallel fault simulator process (w–1) 
faults in one pass, where w bits is the machine word 
size. The first bit is for fault-free circuit. Parallel fault 
simulator use true-value simulation. If no fault-
dropping is used, a parallel fault simulator will run 
about w – 1 times faster than a serial fault simulator.  

Serial and Parallel fault simulations are not proper 
for X-fault simulations. They use true-value 
simulations – binary values and very fast binary 
operations. X-faults are described by symbol and a set 
of affected branches. X-fault arithmetic is 
incompatible with Boolean operations.  

 
Fig.3. X-faults in binary levels. 

Of course, any X-fault could be presented by all 
combinations of signal logical level on fanout 
branches. However, the number of combinations 
under simulation becomes very large. If there is a 
fanout gate with n branches, the number of signal 
level combinations is 2n – one is fault-free and (2n-1) 
are faulty. Let us look at the monospace adder, built 
by 3 NOT, 7 AND and 3 OR gates. The circuit has 3 
inputs and 2 outputs. 3 gates have fanout on their 
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outputs with 5 branches, 3 gates - with 2 branches and 
9 gates are fanout-free. The number of lines is 36. 
Therefore Full SAT dictionary has 72 faults. Reduced 
fault dictionary (without equivalent faults) has 41 
faults. The number of X-faults is 30 (3*5+3*2+9*1). 
It is quite lower number than SAT faults. But the full 
number of binary combinations, needed to represent 
this X-faults is 111 (3*25+3*22+9*11), which is 2.7 
times more than SAT faults. For the more complex 
and bigger circuits the number of corresponding to the 
X-faults combinations increase tremendously. 
Respectively, the simulation time increase 
tremendously, which is unacceptable.  

In the deductive fault simulation algorithm, only 
the fault-free circuit is simulated. All signal values in 
each faulty circuit are deduced from the fault-free 
circuit values and the circuit structure. A deductive 
fault simulator processes all faults in a single pass of 
true-value simulation augmented with the deductive 
procedures. For every line a set of SAT faults is 
assigned, that could be observed on it. For every gate 
type set operations are defined for calculating the fault 
set for the gate output, basing on input signal levels 
and fault sets for input lines. These operations are 
presented in table 1.   

Table1 
Fault list propagation in deductive fault simulator 

Inputs Type 
a b 

Output Output fault list 

0 0 0  1][ cLbLa  (14)
0 1 0  1][ cLbLa  (15)
1 0 0  1][ cLbLa  (16)

AND 
NAND 

1 1 1  0][ cLbLa (17)
0 0 0  1][ cLbLa  (18)
0 1 1  0][ cLbLa  (19)
1 0 1  0][ cLbLa  (20)

OR 
NOR 

1 1 1  0][ cLbLa  (21)
0 - 1  0cLa  (22)BUFF 

NOT 1 - 0  1cLa  (23)
0 0 0   1cLbLa  (24)
0 1 1   0cLbLa  (25)
1 0 1   0cLbLa  (26)

XOR 
NXOR 

1 1 0   1cLbLa  (27)
 
The Deductive fault simulator is tremendously 

faster than serial and parallel fault simulators. But this 
simulator is based on SAT faults and cannot be 
applied directly to the X-fault model because of two 

problems: (1) calculus problem and (2) propagation 
problem. The Calculus problem arises from the 
multiple fault nature of the X-fault model. 

Problem 1: Let us look at the gate on fig. 4. This 
gate is a part of a bigger circuit. Vector (01) is applied 
on gate inputs. Fault set for input I1 is {XA1(a1), 
XB1(b1)} and for I2 - {XA2(a2), XB1(b1)}. 
According to the deductive fault simulator 
calculations (equation (15)) for Lg are obtained:  

(28) { } { })g(X),1b(1XB),1a(1XA)g(XLLL 2I1Ig =∪∩= . 

According to the X-fault calculations, for XA fault 
equation (12) must apply: 

(29) AND(XA1(a1), XA2(a2))= XA12(a1, a2)      

For XA fault must apply equation (10): 
AND(XB1(b1), XB1(b1))=0 , 
then  

(30) Lg= {XA12(a1, a2),XG(g)}. 

Equations (28) and (30) are quite different. Result 
in equation (28) is not correct.   

 
Fig.4. Problem 1 demonstration.  

Problem 2: According to the deductive algorithm 
for fault set calculations are meaningful only date 
type, fault-free input signal levels and fault sets for 
any input pin. Faulty signal levels are not addressed. 
Let us look at circuit fragment on fig.5. Input vector 
(111) is applied on input pins. Pins observed on input 
X-faults are: for I2 -  XB1(b1), for I2 -  XB1(b1), for 
I3 - XB3(b3). According to the classic deductive 
algorithm, equation (17) must be applied for gate G 
and gate Q: 

(31) Lg={ XB1(b1), XB1(b1), XG1(g)}   

(32) Lq={XB1(b1), XB1(b1), XG1(g), XB3(b3), XQ1(q)} 

For the gate G output is applied equation (6) 
AND(XB1(b1), XB1(b1))= 0. Thus signal level will 
block propagation the XB3(b3) to the gate G output. 
And fault set for gate Q output is: 

(33) Lq={ XG1(g), XQ1(q)}    

Equations (32) and (33) are again quite different. 
Result in equation (32) is not correct.   

&  
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0

1
0 

XA12(a1, a2), XG1(g) 

XA1(a1), XB1(b1) 

XA2(a2), XB1(b1)  
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Fig.5. Problem 3 demonstration. 

In next section modification on the classic 
deductive fault simulation algorithm is presented to 
adapt it to X-fault model. 

Х-deductive fault simulator  
X-deductive fault simulator is modification of 

classic deductive fault simulation algorithm to become 
consistent with X-fault model. If the gate has fanout-
free output, corresponding X-fault is single fault and 
classic deductive equations are relevant. If the gate 
has fanout output, corresponding X-fault is multiple 
fault and equations from (1) to (13) must be applied. 
Therefore for any line two fault sets must be assigned: 
single fault set and multiple fault set.  

In the previous author’s works [11][12] object 
model for digital circuit definition has been presented 
Any circuit is described by two object sets: gates set 
and lines set. This model is focused on SAT fault 
model. Any logical element is described as one output 
gate. Fanouts are described as a gate with one input 
and several outputs. This model needs to be modified 
to meet the X-fault needs, especially for multiple 
faults. Like presented in [11] model any gate G is 
described by input lines set Linp, output lines set 
Lout, Boolean function Fbul. This model must be 
extended by new functionality to meet X-deductive 
simulator needs: function Fs for single fault 
calculations and function Fm for multiple faults 
calculation. So the gate model could be described by 
the next equation: 

(34) G={Linp, Lout, Fbul, Fs, Fm}   

In [11] any line is described by two gates: gate 
before gb and gate after ga; fault-free signal sff and 
other parameters, handles other specific needs.  Two 
new sets must be added to meet X-deductive simulator 
needs: Ms – the set of single faults, observable on this 
line and Mm - the set of multiple faults, observable on 
this line.  

(35) L={gb, ga, sff, Ms, Mm}  

Any single fault is described by faulty line l. The 
description of multiple faults is more complex. This 
description includes: defected gate g; the set of g 
outputs Xlines, which affect line signal level; X-fault 

variant identifier xNb; Boolean parameter, describing 
inverse effect inv; line signal level s, when current 
fault is injected.  

(36) Xs={g}      

(37) Xm={g, Xlines,  xNb, inv, s }   

The most complex and time consuming process is 
to extract the same X-faults in all gate inputs after 
which to apply equation from (1) to (13). Here, it is 
worth mentioning that the equations are not with the 
same priority. Equations from (1) to (9) have the heist 
priority and then are (10) and (11), equation (13) has 
the lowest priority. Therefore for any gate all input 
Xm sets are treated according to algorithm 1. Let us 
make some prior agreements: 

• n is a number of gate inputs; 
• li ∈ Linp, where i=1÷n is i-th input line;  
• XmARRi is a set of Xm faults for li; 
• XmArrOut is a set of Xm faults for gate output; 
• Fault name (fname) is the name of the gate on 

whose output this fault is injected; 
• FnameARR is a set of Xm faults with the same 

fname; 
• Dominant level – is an input signal level that 

dominantly determines the output signal level (0 
for AND/NAND gates and 1 for OR/NOR gates).  

Algorithm 1 
1. The set Umxf_names is created  as a union of all 

Xm fault names in all Xm sets, associated with any 
input line  
a.  )fname(XmARRiUUmxf_names 1n

0i
−

==   
b. m=| Umxf_names |. 

2. For any fname∈Umxf_names is created a set of 
Xm faults, that belongs to any gate input 
(FnameARR) .  
a. If for any input there is not associated Xm fault 

with fname a pseudo Xm fault with empty 
parameters values is created. Only parameter s 
take value from fault free signal level of the 
line.   

3. For any FnameARRi (i=1÷m) 
a. Create Xmi, where gate is a FnameARRi gate 
b. For any Xmj ∈ FnameARRi 

i. If Xmj. Xlines = null  and   
Xmj.s == dominant level 
1. Xmi.s= dominant level 
2. Go to the next i 

c. For any Xmj∈ FnameARRi 
i. If ∃ Xmk ∈ FnameARRi and Xmk.xNb = 

Xmj.xNb 

XG1(g), 

&  

G 
&  

Q 
O1

I1 

I2 

I3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0,   XB1(b1) 

XB3(b3

XB1(b1) 
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1. If Xmk.inv  =  Xmj.inv ,  Xmj is removed 
from  FnameARRi 

2. If Xmk.inv ≠ Xmj.inv Xmj  
a. Xmi.s= dominant level 
b. Go to the next i 

d. For any Xmj∈ FnameARRi 
i. Xmi.Xlines = Xmi.Xlines∪Xmj.Xlines; 

Xmi.xNb = new number 
e. Xmi is added to XmArrOut. 

Implementation  
X-deductive simulator is developed as web appli-

cation and is accessible through web-interface. It is a 
part of Virtual research laboratory on Electronic and 
Computer Technologies (fig. 6). From submenu 
“Modules” is accessible “VLSI Test&Diagnosis” 
menu. Files, with circuit description, could be man-
aged trough command “Benchmark files” (fig. 6).  

X-fault simulators functionality is accessible from 
command “X-fault sim”. All accessible for user circuit 

 
Fig.6. Circuit file management page. 

 
Fig.7. X-fault simulator page. 
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files are listed in Drop-down list after “Choose cir-
cuit”. After selecting the circuit file the user must set 
input vector and push button “Start Xf sim”. Results 
are displayed in field “X-fault simulation results”. In 
the field below circuit description is displayed.  

Simulations have been provided on ISCAS-85 cir-
cuits. Experiments’ results show that algorithm is op-
erable. Simulation time for any circuit is less than 2 
sec. 

Conclusion and further work 
In this paper X-fault model and its possibilities to 

performed simulations with classic simulators:  se-
quences, parallel and deductive are discussed. The X-
deductive simulator is presented. The X-deductive 
simulator becomes an extension of the classic deduc-
tive simulator for X-fault simulations. The simulator 
is realized and accessible through web-interface. Ex-
perimental results prove the efficiency of the proposed 
simulation algorithm. 

The fourth classic fault simulation algorithm – 
concurrent fault simulation, is not mentioned in this 
paper. According to the concurrent fault simulations it 
simulates the behavior of the fault-free and faulty cir-
cuit with all injected faults once at a time. For all 
gates are generated sets of “bad” gates, which simu-
late gate behavior for any fault that has an effect on 
this gate. This simulation algorithm is based on object 
model and event-driven simulations. The circuit is 
fully simulated only the first time. Any change in the 
input vector bit generates an event. Only gates, af-
fected by an event are simulated. Any change in out-
put signal level, removing or adding the “bad” gate 
generates the event. Thus the concurrent simulator be-
comes the fastest SAT simulator. This extension is in 
a development stage and will be reported in the next 
paper.  

Proposed in this paper X-deductive simulator is 
quite effective for X-fault simulations. It could be ex-
tend by adding event-driven elements. This is not so 
difficult. The simulator is realized basing on the object 
model with OOP language and is easy to add event-
driven mechanism to speed up simulation process.  
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Application of Rayleigh back-scattering for distributed optical 
fiber sensing using a heterodynе detection system 

 A. Popov, S. Vodenicharov, T. Eftimov, I. Stefanov, D. Stoyanov   

 
We report a version of a heterodyne detection for intrusion localization in a distributed fiber-

optic system. There are two basic advantages of the approach using a heterodyne receiving system: 
first one is lower requirements to the temporal coherence of the laser generator, depending on the 
coherent length of the laser along the fiber within a single laser shot only and second one is increased 
useful signal level due to multiplication of the Rayleigh backscattered pulsed signals from the fiber 
and the powerful heterodyne signal, originated from the CW laser generator. 

Използване на Релеевско разсейване на светлина в оптично влакно като сензорен 
елемент с хетеродинна приемна система (А. Попов, С. Воденичаров, Т. Ефтимов, И. 
Стефанов, Д. Стоянов). Ние докладваме вариант на световодна хетеродинна система за 
дистанционна регистрация на смущения. Тя предлага две основни предимства на приложение: 
първото е понижени изисквания по отношение на времевата кохерентност на лазерния 
генератор, а второто е полезно усилване на нивото на сигнала по дължината на световода, 
свързано с умножението на Релеевското разсейване на импулсните сигнали във влакното и 
полезния хетеродинен сигнал, произлизащ от лазерния източник. 

 

In this part a version of a heterodyne system for 
localisation of intrusions of a distributed fibre optic 
sensing system is described. The proposed version 
was successfully applied for the receiving of coherent 
Rayleigh backscattered pulses within a fibre of 
definite lengths according to the basic description of a 
well known the method [1]-[4].  

There are two basic advantages of the approach 
using a heterodyne receiving system: 

• Lower requirements to the temporal coherence of 
the laser generator, depending on the coherent 
length of the laser along the fibre within a single 
laser shot only. 

• Increased useful signal level due to the 
multiplication of the Rayleigh backscattered 
pulsed signals from the fibre and the more 
powerful heterodyne signal, originated from the 
CW laser generator.  

The schematic arrangements of the two versions of 
the method realization are given below, depending on 
the position of the variable polarizer only. In the first 
scheme 1 (Fig.1) the polarizer is included directly after 
the splitting of the laser radiation. The polarization of the 
heterodyne optical radiation can be varied by a specially 
designed fibre polarizer. In the second scheme 2 (Fig.2), 
the variable polarizer is situated just before the photon 
detector. Here both the input and the heterodyne optical 
signals pass simultaneously through polarizer and thus 
have the same polarization, providing optimal mixing of 

both radiations.  
According to clock-schematics (Fig.1 and Fig.2) the 

coherent radiation from the CW laser source (1.55nm, 50 
kHz frequency stability) is fed to the fibre splitter via a 
fibre isolator. Fibre isolators are used in many points of 
the fibre scheme with the objective to avoid some 
parasitic reflections within the entire fibre system. Then, 
the coherent radiation is directed to the optical amplifier 
as well as to the heterodyne channel. The latter (Fig.1) 
comprises an optical isolator, polarization controller and 
again an optical isolator. The output heterodyne radiation 
of controlled polarization is further fed to the second 
splitter (mounted in opposite direction). From the other 
side, the amplified CW optical radiation is passed 
through a pulsed modulator, driven by the pulsed 
generator. The latter is used for synchronization of the 
entire system as well.  

Typically, the pulsed generator is emitting 
rectangular electric pulses of 100ns to 400ns, 
depending on the range resolution required. The 
repetition frequency repF  is chosen as a rule to be 

repF =10 kHz. The maximum repetition frequency 
depends on the tolerable ACD acquisition speed for 
time series as well as on the maximum distance of 
operation of the system. The chosen repetition 
frequency of 10 kHz provides near optimal conditions 
for correct signal acquisition at some tolerable number 
of averaged time series.  
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Fig.1.   Scheme 1 of a heterodyne intrusion sensing system 
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Fig.2.   Scheme 2 of a heterodyne intrusion sensing system 
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The output (from the modulator) pulsed radiation 
is fed to input port of the three ports optical circulator. 
The sensed optical fibre is connected to the second 
port of the circulator. The radiation launched into the 
fibre is propagated trough the fibre and backscattered 
(Rayleigh regime) to the input port. The backscattered 
radiation inside the fibre is time delayed (~10μs per 
1km), depending on the distance with respect to the 
input port and the velocity of light. From the physical 
point of view the backscattering radiation is due to the 
presence (inside the fibre) of a large number of 
randomly distributed small (quite smaller then the 
optical wavelength) scattering volumes (Rayleigh 
regime). Moreover, the backscattered radiation 
displays a speckle structure for the coherent radiation.  

It must be noted that the mutual dispositions of 
randomly distributed small scattering volumes in the 
fibre remain steady in time. This provides constant 
time structure of the backscattered time series. The 
averaging over a definite set of successive laser shots 
can provide the reduction of the output noises. They 
are typically of two origins: Poisson noise, originated 
from the optical radiation, illuminated the photon 
detector as well as an internal noise of the electronic 
amplifiers.  

In the presence of trespassers, the mutual 
dispositions between the adjacent scattering volumes 
in the intrusion area are changed. As a result, the 
coherent sum of single backscattering from individual 
volumes will be changed. The comparison of averaged 
time series for the instants before the intrusion and 
during the intrusion could create useful signals for the 
presence of intrusion and its detection.  

The backscattered radiation from the second port 
of the circulator is directed on the third port. In this 
way the powerful pulsed radiation on the first port is 
dramatically reduced on the third port (~ 40db). Thus, 
the optical circulator prevents the saturation of the in-
put sensitive electronic amplifiers by the input radia-
tion form the optical modulator. In some schemes, 
further additional decrease of the saturation can be re-
duced by the use of some additional fibre of ~ 1km to 
2km length, placed between the second port and the 
input of the sensing fibber.   

Finally, the backscattered radiation from the sens-
ing fibber and the heterodyne radiation from the po-
larizer output are put together through the second 
splitter (see above) and then fed to the photosensitive 
surface of the photon detector for coherent optical 
detection. The output electric signal ( )tU  is now pro-
portional to the product ( ) ( ) ( )tEtEtU hetfibberhet *~  

of the electric fields from the sensing fibre ( )tE fibber  

and the heterodyne radiation ( )tEhet . It must be noted 
that the well known scheme of fibre intrusion sensors 
is based on the square of optical signal field or 

( ) ( ) ( )tEtEtU fibberfibberst *~ . According to these 
estimates, the heterodyne system, developed here has 
two basic advantages (see above): 

• Enhanced input signal ( ) ( )sthet tUtU >> , 
because of quite higher heterodyne intensity 

( ) ( )tEtE hetfibber << . 
• Lower requirements to the frequency stabiliza-

tion of the coherent laser. Say, in heterodyne 
schemes the basic parameter is the coherence 
length (along the fibrer) of the laser generator 
(for 1km fibre, 100 kHz frequency stability is re-
quired). For comparison, in the typical schematic 
the required coherent stability is defined mainly 
by the number of averaged time series and thus, 
the time coherence interval required is given ap-
proximately by ~ repav FN  or if repF =10 kHz 

and avN =10, the frequency stability required is 
of order of 1kHz. Some increasing of the repF  
can reduce required stabilities up to 3 kHz.  

The coherently detected backscattered signals after 
the photon detector are further amplified by specially 
designed amplifiers. The two-channel fast ana-
log/digilal converter (ADC) with parameters 125 MHz 
sampling frequency at 8 bits provides correct sam-
pling of time series and their fast transfer to the buffer 
memory. The fast computer is also part of the system, 
providing full automatic performance of the system in 
near real time.  

The set-up in Fig.2 offers some better performance 
as it eliminates the whole parasitic radiation of polari-
zations, different from the polarization, defined by the 
polarizer.  

The experiments, performed by the above sche-
matics demonstrated a well observed backscattered 
signal of speckle type.  
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  

Investigation of a single phase medium power reactor     
constructed using standard UI laminations 

Zaharinka Gergova, Denitsa Darzhanova 

 
In the paper results of investigations of magnetic field distribution and the calculation of the 

inductance of a single phase middle power reactor by changing the dimension, disposition and 
number of the air gaps are presented. The reactor construction is UI type, using standard laminations. 
Two basic variants are investigated – with two and four air gaps in the reactor core. For each of them 
the relationship between the magnetic fluxes, magnetic flux density in the core and the leakage 
coefficients vs the total air gap have been obtained and compared. The specific reactor inductance as 
a function of the total air gap has been also calculated based on the total magnetic field energy. 
Practical recommendations are presented for the appropriate intervals of the relative air gap 
variation. The investigation is provided via finite element method for the linear case (constant relative 
magnetic permeability of the core material). 

 Изследване на еднофазен реактор за средна мощност изпълнен със стандартни UI 
ламели (Захаринка К. Гергова, Деница П. Държанова). В статията са представени 
резултати от изследване на разпределението на магнитното поле и изменение на 
индуктивността на еднофазен реактор за средна мощност при промяна на големината и 
разположението на въздушните междини. Конструкцията на реактора е тип UI, реализирана 
посредством стандартни ламели. Анализирани са два варианта на изпълнение – с две и с 
четири въздушни междини в магнитопровода. За всеки от тях са получени и сравнени 
зависимостите на магнитните потоци, магнитната индукция в магнитопровода и 
коефициентите на разсейване от размера на въздушната междина. Определена е 
специфичната индуктивност на реактора като функция на въздушната междина, 
посредством общата магнитна енергия на изследваното поле. Дадена е практическа 
препоръка за рационален диапазон на промяна на сумарната относителна въздушна междина. 
Изследването е направено с използване на числения метод на крайните елементи за линейния 
случай (константна относителна магнитна проницаемост на материала на магнитопровода). 

 

Introduction 
Common practice in the design of reactors for 

medium power (from 2 to 60 kVar) is to construct 
them using transformer UI sheets of laminations [1]. 
Such reactor construction is considered to be com-
pact, technologically convenient and with basically 
low price. Usually the coil is divided into two parts, 
placing one coil on each leg of the UI-shape sheets 
construction and the windings are coincidentally 
connected. This improves the cooling and reduces the 
leakage magnetic fluxes. 

Main practical requirement is to guarantee con-
stant inductance value up to a specified value of the 
current flowing through the coils. To obtain this air 

gaps are included. The inductance calculation usually 
takes into account only the magnetic conductivity of 
the air gaps, thus ignoring the leakage magnetic 
fluxes.  

One simple solution from technology point of 
view is to make two air gaps, shaped around the two 
legs through detaching the closing I- sheet part from 
the main core body. The disadvantage of this con-
struction is that a strong leakage magnetic field exists 
surrounding the coil. This field may influence the 
devices placed nearby. To avoid this inconvenience, 
construction solutions are recommended [2], (espe-
cially for high reactor powers) where air gaps are 
more than two and are incorporated inside the coils 
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volume (the core legs are divided into several sec-
tions). Thus the problem with the leakage magnetic 
fields is resolved, but the cost of the construction in-
creases. 

One compromise solution is to make four air 
gaps placed on both sides of the two coils. On that 
ground the investigations in this paper are provided. 
The constructions with 2 and 4 air gaps are compared 
to juxtapose the main electromagnetic parameters of 
the magnetic field. An assessment of the relationship 
of the inductance versus entire air gap length is pro-
vided, due to the high practical importance of the 
sensitivity of the construction in relation to the varia-
tion of the gap. 

This scientific research is provided using the fi-
nite element method via computer program FEMM 
[3], [4]. Relative unites are used to guarantee general 
issue application of the results obtained [5], [6]. 

Description of the problem 
The investigated configurations are shown on Fig.1 

- respectively with two asymmetrically positioned air 
gaps (Fig.1a) and four symmetrically positioned air 
gaps (Fig.1.b) in the core.  

The relationships accepted for the denoted dimen-
sions according to [1] are as follows: 
а – width of the lamination (the reactor overall di-

mension); 

3
afcb ===  – width of the core legs, the yoke 

and the window;  

3
4afah =+=  – height of the window; 

d – thickness of the core pack. 

The two windings have equal dimensions and are 
coincidentally connected (the currents flowing inside 
have the denoted directions). To generalize the inves-
tigation relative quantities are introduced. The base 
dimension is the width of the core b . The air gap δ  
is also introduced in relative units in respect to the 

base dimension and is denoted as 
b
δ=δ* . For the 

performed analysis *δ  is changed in the range from 
01,0  to 0,1 . 

For the investigation purposes the following ac-
ceptances are made: 

• The problem is regarded and solved as a DC 
current planar case with the model depth d  
(perpendicular to the drawing sheet in Fig.1) 
equal to b . 

• The two windings are with the same dimen-
sions. Each one is regarded as a single massive 
copper turn of wire and the current density J  
in them is the same. 

• The material of each separate section of the 
core is ferromagnetic steel (type M-19 from the 
library of the program FEMM), but linear 
magnetizing curve is accepted )(HfB = . The 
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Fig.1. Configurations of the investigated magnetic systems. 
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value of the relative magnetic permeability is 
constFE == 4004μ .  

On these conditions the analysis of the field using 
FEMM is performed by solving the Poisson’s equa-
tion for the magnetic vector-potential A [4]. 

JA
rr

μ−=∇2 .  
The homogeneous boundary conditions of 

Dirichlet are accepted for the outside boundary of the 
buffer zone which is large enough. The number of 
elements for the generated mesh is over 20 000, which 
provides high accuracy of the calculations. From the 
obtained magnetic field picture the regions with high 
concentration of the magnetic lines and expected 
saturation of the core are specified.  

With the change of the air gap *δ the picture of the 
field allows also to specify the leakage coefficient σ  
as a ratio of the maximum magnetic flux in the system 

maxΦ (determined as an average value between the 
points '11− on Fig.1) and the flux in the air gap δΦ  
(determined as an average value between the points 

'22 −  on Fig.1).  

(1) 
δΦ

Φ=σ max  

The obtained via modeling relative coil inductance 
*L  is specified in Henry for one single relative turn of 

the two model windings. It is calculated by the total 
energy tW  stored in the magnetic field of the model 
using the following expression: 

(2) H
I
WL
t

t
2

* 2=  

where: tI  is the total current of the two coils. 
For practical use of the results obtained, where the 

real dimensions of the reactor are realb , reald  and the 
number of the coil windings is w  the expression (3) 
below must be used: 

(3) 
elel

realreal

db
dbLwL

modmod

*2

.

...=  

This expression can be further simplified taking 
into account that for the investigated model 
dimensions used are cmdb elel 10modmod == . Then (3) 
takes the form (4). Here realb , reald  shall also be 
expressed in cm : 

(4) HdbLwL realreal
2*2 10.... −= . 

Results 
In order to compare the parameters of the two 

investigated constructions of the reactor (with 2 and 4 
air gaps) the results for the obtained quantities and the 
calculated coefficients are indexed correspondingly by 
a number of 2 and 4. 

The relative air gap is varied from 0,02 to 0,1 with 
a step increase of 0,01. For the next bigger gaps up to 
1 the step used is 0,1. The current density in the coils 
is kept constant with a value 2/1 mmA . 

For each value of the air gap in the specified range 
the picture (pattern) of the magnetic field distribution 
is obtained. Two illustrations on Fig.2 and Fig.3 are 
presented below for the case of 1,0* =δ  under same 
illustration conditions (number of the lines of the 
magnetic flux density) 

 

 
Fig.2. Magnetic field distribution – 2 air gaps.  

 
Fig.3. Magnetic field distribution – 4 air gaps. 
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Even a glance at this illustrative picture  shows that 
the introductions of four air gaps in the construction 
improves the flux distribution and decreases the 
leakage flux in the core window . This is numerically 
confirmed on Fig.4a and Fig.4b for the 2 investigated 
cases (reactor core construction with correspondingly 
2 and 4 air gaps). The relationships for the magnetic 
flux in the air gap Φδ, the maximum magnetic flux 
Φmax and the leakage flux Φσ (calculated as a 
difference between them) are presented versus the 
relative air gap variation. 
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a) Case with 2 air gaps in the core 
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b) Case with 4 air gaps in the core 

Fig.4. Relationship between the values of the magnetic 
fluxes and the air gap 

These results prove what was expected – the way 
the presented quantities vary is one and the same for 
both cases. At relatively equal fluxes in the air gaps, 
the introduction of 4 air gaps decreases the leakage 
flux. At the same time the maximum magnetic flux in 
the system decreases, thus decreasing also the value of 
the magnetic flux density in the areas of expected core 
saturation. For the case of 2 air gaps at 2,0* =δ , the 
leakage flux takes values commensurate with the ones 
of the main flux in the air gap. For the case of 4 air 
gaps this situation takes place at much bigger values 
of *δ  – around *δ = 5,04,0 − . 

Different scale is used in Fig.5 to present 
variations of the leakage fluxes 2σΦ  and 4σΦ . The 
considerable change in their value is more than 
obvious. For the case with 4 air gaps the leakage flux 
is from 2,5 till 2,9 times smaller. The magnetic flux 
density also decreases which is numerically confirmed 
in Fig.6, taking into account the accepted conditions 
for the modeling. It is also clear that the reasonable 
variation of the relative air gap shall be limited up to 

4,0* =δ . Beyond this limit either the presence or 
absence of the yoke has no significant influence. 
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Fig.5. Relationship between the magnetic flux 
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0 δ=Φ f and the value of the air gap 
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Fig.6. Relationship between the magnetic flux density 

)( *
max δ= fB  and the value of the air gap 

The change of the leakage coefficients as a 
function of *δ  for the two analyzed cases is shown on 
Fig.7 in two different scales for better representation. 
The fast increase of these coefficients within the range 
of change of *δ  between 0,01 and 0,5 is noticeable. 
After that the rate of this increase becomes smaller. 
For the reactor with 4 air gaps the value of 4σ  is also 
considerably smaller. When the air gap increases the 
difference between 2σ  and 4σ  becomes gradually 
bigger. For instance at 1* =δ  the leakage coefficient 
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of a reactor with 2 air gaps takes a value of 465,1 σ , 
i.e. 65 % bigger. 
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Fig.7. Relationship between the leakage coefficient and the 

relative air gap. 

The obtained values for the leakage coefficients 
can be used practically when the reactor construction 
is to be decided. A boundary case for application of 
each one for the 2 case construction can be introduced 
and recommended, by specifying an arbitrary value of 
the coefficient σ  in the range of 1,1–1,3. The main 
considerations for that proposal and approach are as 
follows: 

• if the values of the coefficient σ  are taken 
higher (with the leakage fluxes correspondingly 
higher) saturation at certain parts in the core is 
to be expected.  

• this will increase the additional losses; 
• the enlarged leakage fluxes will influence 

negatively the surrounding devices. 
In case this approach is acceptable for the user, the 

graphs in Fig.7 show, that the recommended value of 
σ  is valid in the range of *δ variation between 0,01 
and 0,2, depending on the construction type of the 
magnetic system. For the case with 2 air gaps, *δ  can 

be varied in the range of up to 0,05–0,06, while for  
the case with 4 air gaps this limit is extended and may 
reach the value of approximately 0,2. 

The alteration of the relative inductance with the 
variation of the air gap is presented graphically on 
Fig.8 in two different scales. The results can be used 
to calculate the inductance of genuine systems 
applying formula (4). 

It is clear from that graph that the increase of the 
air gap noticeably changes the inductance of the coil 
only in a relatively small range. For the values of *δ  
in the range from 0,2 to 0,4 the change of the 
inductance is relatively small. 
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Fig.8. Relationship between the relative inductance and 

the relative air gap 

For values of *δ  above 0,4 the change is not 
significant. So that, for reactor construction of this 
type, it is advisable to perform changes of the relative 
air gap in the interval range up to 0,2. 

Calculation example 
For a reactor with dimension cmb 5=  and 

thickness of the core cmd 15= , with 4 air gaps 

mm5,2=δ , i.e. 05,0* =δ  from Fig.8 we obtain 
HL 6* 10.4,1 −= . With a number of turns of the coil 
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100=w  the inductance of the reactor is calculated as: 

.5,1010.15.10.5.10.4,1.100.100

10....
226

2*2

mH

dbLwL realreal

==

==
−−−

−

 

Conclusion  
For the investigated reactor construction with 2 or 

4 air gaps in the magnetic core the magnetic field 
distribution has been analyzed via computer finite 
elements modeling. By introducing relative dimension 
units the aggregate air gap of the reactor has been 
varied to find the leakage coefficient relationships and 
the coil inductance. The summary of the results 
obtained is as follows: 

1. The leakage coefficient values as expected are in 
favor of the 4 gaps case. An arbitrary value of  σ  in 
the range of 1,1–1,3 is recommended for practical use. 
If that approach is accepted, the variation of *δ  for 
the case with 2 gaps is limited to not more than 0,05, 
while for the case with 4 gaps, this limit is much 
larger and reaches 0,2. 

2. Based on the total reactor magnetic energy 
calculation, the relative coil inductance value was 
calculated and presented graphically in respect to the 
relative air gap variation. Thus a simple expression is 
proposed for calculation of the coil inductance for real 
case dimensions of the reactor and the number of its 
coil turns w . 

3. The results obtained for the relative inductance 
prove that the practically recommended interval for 
the relative air gap variation shall be limited to not 
more than 2,0* =δ . 
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Cluster analysis of basic characteristics  
of Strontium bromide laser 

Iliycho P. Iliev  

 
The application of laser generation with a wavelength of 6.45 μm in medicine and biology has 

provoked strong interest in laser sources, generating at this wavelength. The development of 
Strontium bromide (SrBr2) vapor lasers is an alternative to the utilization of existing pure strontium 
lasers and free electron lasers. Due to its low price, long service life, and ease of operation, the SrBr2 
vapor laser is the subject of active research directed towards increasing its output power. With that in 
mind, in this paper, cluster analysis is used for the first time to classify the 7 main input independent 
variables and the output laser power of this type of laser. Cluster models are constructed based on 
hierarchical agglomerative methods, achieving classification in 5 clusters. The quantities and clusters 
which have the strongest influence on laser power are defined. This makes it possible to direct the 
experiment towards improving the overall efficiency and developing new laser sources with increased 
output power.  

 
Клъстерен анализ на основните характеристики на лазер с пари на стронциев бромид 

(Илийчо П. Илиев). Приложението на лазерна генерация с дължина на вълната 6.45 μm в 
медицината и биологията  предизвика силен интерес към  лазерни източници, генериращи 
тази дължина на вълната. Развитието на лазер с пари на SrBr2 се явява алтернатива на 
съществуващите до този момент лазер с пари на чист стронций и лазери на свободни 
електрони. Поради своята ниска цена, срок на служба, удобство при работа лазерът с пари 
на SrBr2 е предмет на активно изследване в посока на увеличаване на неговата изходна 
мощност. За тази цел в настоящата статия за първи път за този тип лазер се използва 
клъстерен анализ за класификация на 7 основни входни независими променливи и изходната 
лазерна мощност. На основата на йерархични агломеративни методи са построени клъстерни 
модели и е получена класификация в 5 клъстера. Определени са величините и клъстерите, 
които оказват най-силно влияние на лазерната мощност. Това позволява да се насочва 
експериментът с цел повишаване общата ефективност на разработване на нови лазерни 
източници с повишена изходна мощност. 

 

Introduction 
A series of medical and clinical trials indicated that 

the best subsequent recovery after interventions on 
bone and soft tissue is achieved using laser generation 
with a wavelength of 6.45 μm.  This wavelength is 
widely applicable in biology. For this reason, there is 
great interest towards laser sources generating at this 
wavelength. Until recently, the only source of laser 
generation with a wavelength of 6.45 μm were free 
electron lasers. The high price and service costs 
impede their wide application in medical practice. 
This brought forth the issue of developing other laser 
generation sources at this wavelength, as alternatives 
to free electron lasers. One very good solution is the 
active development of strontium vapor lasers (atom 
and ion transfers) with generation at several 

wavelengths in the infrared spectrum - 2.06, 2.20, 
2.69, 2.92, 3.01, 3.07, and 6.45 μm [1], [2]. 
Undoubtedly, these lasers have an advantage over free 
electron lasers: acceptable price, compact size, easy 
operation, low service costs. During the operation of 
the strontium laser, it was established that the 
strontium atom actively affects the laser tube - quartz 
or ceramic - causing its destruction. The service life of 
this type of laser is only several tens of hours which is 
unacceptable for mass application in clinical settings. 
The SrBr2 vapor laser is an alternative to the strontium 
laser, achieving the goal of replacing metal strontium. 
This way, the problem with the chemical destruction 
of the laser tube is solved and the service life of the 
new type of laser goes up to several hundred hours. 
Papers [3], [4] describe a laser based on SrBr2 with 
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laser output power of 2.4 W, and in [5], [6] the laser 
output power reaches 4.27 W, with 90% of the 
generation at the 6.45 μm line. The obtained laser 
output power is comparable with that of a metal 
strontium laser. The development of new SrBr2 vapor 
laser sources is a topical issue which is actively 
researched by Bulgarian scientists at the Institute of 
Solid State Physics "Acad. Georgi Nadjakov" of the 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.  

When designing new SrBr2 laser sources with 
higher laser output power, longer service life, 
improved reliability of the devices, and stability of 
laser parameters, the accurate analysis of the physical 
processes occurring in the active laser volume is of 
crucial importance. The high efficiency of developing 
new laser sources depends on establishing the degree 
of influence of all independent parameters on the 
output characteristics of the laser device (output laser 
power, laser efficiency, service life of the laser tube, 
laser generation deterioration within the course of the 
service life, etc.).  

Statistical techniques are widely used in research 
and for the prediction of behavior in economics, 
sociology, political science, marketing, management, 
etc. In the field of gas lasers and metal vapor lasers, 
they are still not widely utilized. For the first time, 
these techniques were used for a metal bromide vapor 
laser, generating in the visible and ultraviolet 
spectrum [6]-[11]. For strontium metal vapor lasers 
and the SrBr2 vapor laser such investigations have not 
been carried out. In this article, cluster analysis will be 
applied for the first time. The goals of the paper are: 
(1) on the basis of all available experimental data of 
the considered SrBr2 lasers to classify seven basic 
laser parameters into groups (clusters), regarding their 
mutual similarity; (2) to estimate the degree of 
influence of each of these groups on laser output 
power using the tools of cluster analysis; (3) physical 
interpretation of the obtained classification. 

The statistical study was performed using SPSS 

software package [12]. 

Problem setup and subject of investigation 
The subject of investigation is a strontium 

dibromide vapor laser which is an original Bulgarian 
design and is being developed at the Department of 
Metal Vapor Lasers at the Institute of Solid State 
Physics of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.  

The principle scheme of the laser is given in Fig. 1. 
The laser tube is entirely designed of quartz. Because 
of the high internal temperature in the active laser 
volume (more than 1000oC), an additional ceramic 
tube made out of Al2O3 is inserted in, which is 
thermo-chemically stable.  

We carry out statistical study by using data from 
167 experiments. As a dependent variable the laser 
output power, denoted by Pout (W) is chosen. We will 
investigate the following 7 independent input 
variables: 1) D1 (mm) – the internal diameter of the 
outer (quartz) tube; 2) D2 (mm) – the internal 
diameter of the inserted ceramic tube; 3) La (cm) – 
distance between the electrodes; 4) Cequi (pF) – 
equivalent capacity of the capacitor battery; 5) Pin 
(kW) – supplied electric power in the active laser 
volume; 6) PRF (kHz) frequency impulse repetition of 
the electrical supply; 7) Pne (torr) – pressure of the 
buffer gas neon. To accounted for 50% loses, during 
the exploitation of the tube, in all numerical 
procedures the values of Pin are reduced twice, and 
the new variable is noted by Pin2.  

All data are collected from publications [3]-[6]. 

Short description of cluster analysis  
Classification analysis is a method of scientific 

exploration which is widely used in biology, zoology, 
medicine, law, forensics, and other sciences. It is also 
used in physics and technical sciences. The drafting of 
various schematics and graphic dependencies between 
the quantities within a technical or physical system 

 
Fig.1. Longitudinal principal scheme of Strontium bromide laser. 
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allows for a detailed analysis of the complex nature of 
the relationship between independent quantities and 
output (dependent) parameters of the object under 
investigation. 

Cluster analysis (CA) is one of the statistical 
techniques used for classifying objects. It allows the 
discovery of new relationships and properties in a 
laser system, which cannot be determined using other 
known theoretical or experimental methods. 

There is no exact definition of the notion of 
"cluster". Generally, it can be considered that the 
cluster is a group of objects which are identical to 
some degree with respect to a specific criterion.  

Of all types of CA, the most appropriate methods 
for a relatively small amount of interval data are 
hierarchical agglomerative methods, which are used in 
this paper. A detailed description of a large number of 
techniques and methods for CA is given in [13], [14]. 

Formed groups (clusters) need to be mutually 
homogeneous within and heterogeneous without 
according to specified characteristics. The quantitative 
assessment of the term "similarity" is related to the 
term "metric". With this similarity approach, 
quantities are presented as points in coordinate space. 
The established similarities or differences between 
points are determined depending on the distance 
between them. It must be noted that the different 
physical measures affect the comparison of 
differences. To avoid this, the data initially have to be 
standardized, for instance by using the transformation  
of each variable 1 2( , ,..., )nx x x x= , by the formula  

(1) , 1,2,...,k
k

x xz k n
s
−

= = , 

where x  is the mean value of x , s  is the standard 
deviation, n  is the sample size, and kz  are the z-

scores of the standardized variable, corresponding to 
x . Transformation (1) preserves data distribution.  

Two objects are identical, if the distance between 
them is zero. The greater the distance between two 
objects, the bigger the dissimilarity between them.  

There is a great number of methods for measuring 
proximity (similarity), which are used in CA. The 
most common is squared Euclidean distance, which 
will be employed metric in this paper. 

A widely used way of summarizing the results of 
hierarchical methods is the dendrogram (graphical 
dendriform structure of variables, or cases), which 
visualizes the hierarchical structure resulting from the 
similarity matrices and the clustering rules. There are 
different strategies for grouping objects in clusters and 
subsequently the clusters themselves. When stringing 
together clusters, the most commonly used methods 
are Average linkage between groups and Nearest 
neighbor (Single linkage).  

The goal of this paper is to establish the 
classification of the 7 independent variables, to 
determine the degree of similarities between them,  
between the formed clusters (groups) and laser output 
power, and finally to give the physical interpretation 
of the obtained results. 

Classification of the seven independent 
variables  and output laser power 

The first step of CA procedure is the calculation of 
the proximity matrix for the 7 independent quantities, 
when every variable is considered as a single cluster. 
This matrix is shown in Table 1. In the table, numbers 
designate the squared Euclidean distance between any 
of two standardized variables.   

The next step is the formation of clusters. Table 2 
shows the classification of the 7 independent 
quantities in cluster groups, obtained by the method of 

Table 1 
 Proximity matrix of the 7 input laser variables at the first step of cluster analysis using squared Euclidean distance. 

Matrix File Input Varia
ble D1 D2 La Cequi Pin2 PRF Pne 
D1 .000 664.000 664.000 454.864 622.400 208.174 546.784 
D2 664.000 .000 .000 209.136 41.600 455.826 117.216 
La 664.000 .000 .000 209.136 41.600 455.826 117.216 

Cequi 454.864 209.136 209.136 .000 237.489 425.678 205.479 
Pin2 622.400 41.600 41.600 237.489 .000 419.390 144.015 
PRF 208.174 455.826 455.826 425.678 419.390 .000 356.587 
Pne 546.784 117.216 117.216 205.479 144.015 356.587 .000 
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Average linkage (Between groups). There are all 
possible cluster solutions from 2 to 6 clusters. 

Each cluster represents a group in which the 
included quantities are mutually similar or 
homogeneous in accordance with the squared 
Euclidean distance for proximity. Physical quantities 
located in different clusters are not similar. This 
allows for a reduction in the number of input 
independent variables by considering them in groups.  

 
Table 2 

Cluster membership by the method of average linkage 
(between groups) for squared Euclidean distance.  

Variable 

6  
Cluste

rs 

5  
Cluste

rs 

4  
Cluste

rs 

3  
Cluste

rs 

2  
Cluste

rs 
D1_mm 1 1 1 1 1 
D2_mm 2 2 2 2 2 
La_cm 2 2 2 2 2 
Cequi_pF 3 3 3 3 2 
Pin2_kW 4 2 2 2 2 
PRF_kHz 5 4 4 1 1 
Pne_torr 6 5 2 2 2 

 

The analysis for determining the adequate number 
of clusters can be performed after constructing the 
respective dendrogram. 

The dendrogram, corresponding to the cluster 
solutions from Table 2 is given in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig.2. Dendrogram of clusters by the method of Average 

Linkage and squared Euclidean distance. 

The closest and almost identical quantities are D2 
and La. The distance between these is practically zero, 
because they are collinear. These variables form 
together one cluster. The next minimal value in 

proximity matrix is the quantity Pin2. It is in distance 
41.6 from the previous cluster. This way D2, La and 
Pin2 form a new cluster. This is clearly seen in the 
dendrogram in Fig. 2.  

The most usual way to determine the number of 
searched cluster solution is to find a gap between 
clusters with a measure of at least 5 or more standard 
units. One draws a vertical line (in our case - between 
Pin2 and Pne in Fig. 2). The number of crossed 
horizontal lines gives the required number of clusters. 
This way using the clustering method of Average 
linkage between groups we obtain 5 well separated 
clusters. The cluster membership is given in Table 2. 
This way we obtain the following cluster solution 
(using the numbering in Table 2): 

 

(2) 

1 { 1}
2 { 2, , 2}
3 { }
4 { }
5 { }

cluster D
cluster D La Pin
cluster Cequi
cluster PRF
cluster Pne

=
=
=
=
=

  

 
We have to explain, that in our data when the 

values of D1 increase the values of variables D2, La 
an Pin2 decrease. To this reason D1 is classified as 
“non-similar” up to 25 units.  

 

 
Fig.3. Dendrogram of clusters by the method of Nearest 

neighbor (Single Linkage) and squared Euclidean distance. 

To check the validity of the cluster solution (2), we 
give also the dendrogram in Fig. 3, obtained by the 
method of Nearest neighbor (Single linkage). The 
corresponding cluster membership is the same as in 
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Table 2. It is seen that the solution (2) is with 
accordance of the results by Nearest neigbor. 

The question remains which of the 5 clusters has 
the strongest influence on laser output power Pout. To 
this end, it is necessary to repeat the procedure of 
cluster analysis, including the quantity Pout with the 
initial variables.  

The arrangement of the quantities in clusters is 
given in Table 3, and the respective dendrogram in 
Fig. 4, using Nearest neighbor clustering method.  

 
Table 3 

Cluster membership of 7 variables and Pout by the method 
of Nearest neighbor (Single linkage) for squared Euclidean 

distance.  

Variable 

5  
Clust
ers 

4  
Clust
ers 

3  
Clust
ers 

2  
Clust
ers 

D1_mm 1 1 1 1 
D2_mm 2 2 2 2 
La_cm 2 2 2 2 

Cequi_pF 3 3 3 2 
Pin2_kW 2 2 2 2 
PRF_kHz 4 4 3 1 
Pne_torr 5 2 2 2 
Pout_W 2 2 2 2 

 

The results shown indicate that the quantity Pout is 
dependent most strongly on the quantities included in 
the second cluster - {D2, La, Pin2}. 

 

 

Fig.4. Dendrogram of clusters including Pout, by the 
method of Single linkage and squared Euclidean distance. 

Physical interpretation and analysis of the 
obtained results 

Substituting the 7 independent quantities with 
cluster variables allows for the reduction of the 
number of variables since cluster variables are 4. The 
quantities included in each cluster, due to their 
similarity, need to be changed together. All in all, this 
would reduce the total number of experimental 
measurements. 

The output variable Pout, as shown in Table 3 and 
Fig. 4, is classified within the second cluster, so 
depends to the highest degree on the quantities in the 
this cluster {D2, La, Pin2}. The technique of cluster 
analysis does not allow an explicit formula of the 
quantitative comparison of the degree of influence of 
each cluster on Pout. Therefore, the complete solution 
of this issue requires the use of other statistical 
techniques, for example regression analysis. This is 
not the subject of investigation in this paper and is a 
problem which needs to be studied in future.  

Conclusion 
Cluster analysis is used for the first time to 

estimate the influence of 7 independent variables on 
the laser output power of a strontium dibromide vapor 
laser. The seven quantities are classified in 5 clusters 
according to a proximity criterion. A dendrogram has 
been constructed, showing the degree of mutual 
influence between independent variables as well as 
their influence on the output quantity Pout. It has been 
shown that the arrangement of the independent 
variables in clusters can reduce the number of 
experimental investigations. Further research will be 
carried out for studying the dependencies between the 
input and output laser characteristics. 
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Е- LEARNING 

Distributed Internet based Performance Support Environment  
for Individualized Learning – model and software architecture  

Dimitar M. Tokmakov 

 
Distributed Internet-Based Performance Support Environment for Individualized Learning 

(DIPSEIL, http://env.dipseil.net) - software model and software architecture. This paper describes the 
model and software architecture for building distributed information learning environment from 
several servers spread all over Europe with educational content, based on performance support 
systems concept with educational elements. Many of the problems with the design of geographically 
distributed information systems are not fully solved so the investigation of this field is a question of 
very present interest. A specially designed distributed conceptual model based on IEEE LTSA P1484.1 
specification is presented. Based on conceptual model were developed functional model, IPSS_EE 
Learning Objects Model, Adaptive System Model, Sequencing and Navigation Model and Learner 
Activity Flowchart model. Novel features of DIPSEIL software architecture include the use of multi-
tier client-server model where the middle layer is divided to many sub layers which do the business 
rules of entire distributed software architecture. The main advantages of such architecture are: 
network transparency; replication transparency; very high level of system integrity; improved 
performance; no data replication in real time. A multi-tier architecture is innovative because of its 
natural ability to produce object services in a geographically distributed environment. The 
information work-flow of educational content from remote servers to students is controlled by 
specially designed DIPSEIL communication server which main functionality is also presented. The 
principles and methodology of DIPSEIL design and implementation are well described. 

Разпределена Internet-базирна среда за индивидуално обучение – модел и програмна 
архитектура (Димитър М. Токмаков). Статията представя модела и програмната 
архитектура за изграждане на информационна обучаваща среда от няколко сървъра, 
разположени на различни места в Европа, с образователно съдържание, основано на  
проектно-базираното обучение.Много от проблемите с проектирането, разработването и 
изследването на разпределени географски разпръснати информационни системи не са напълно 
решени, така изследванията в тази област са много актуални. Специално проектиран и 
разработен и представен е концептуален модел, основан на спецификацията IEEE LTSA 
P1484.1. На базата на концептуалния модел са разработени функционален модел, модел за  
IPSS_EE учебни обекти, адаптивен системен модел както и модел на последователност и 
навигация на образователното съдържание. Новите функции на софтуера на  DIPSEIL 
архитектурата включват използването на многослойни клиент-сървър модел, при които 
средният слой е разделен на много под слоеве, които осигуряват бизнес правилата на цялата 
разпределена софтуерна архитектура. Основните предимства на тази архитектура са: 
мрежова прозрачност; липса на репликация на данни; много високо ниво на хетерогенност на  
системата, подобрена производителност, без репликация на данни в реално време. 
Представена е и функционалността на отдалечените сървъри с учебно съдържание, 
работата на които се  контролира от специално проектиран DIPSEIL комуникационен 
сървър, чиято основна функционалност е представена също.  

 

Introduction 
Distributed Internet-based Performance Support 

Environment for Individualized Learning (DIPSEIL) 

is a project to define, develop and test a distributed 
system for individualized learning and the underlying 
pedagogical procedures to implement, facilitate and 
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promote performance-centered learning experiences in 
the context of International university engineering 
education. Using Performance-Centered approach [1] 
we have developed the first Prototype of DIPSEIL 
with two main characteristics: Distribution and 
Individualization. Distribution reflects mainly on the 
functionality and organization of the physical and 
geographical distribution of educational content. 
Individualization reflects on the way that the user will 
use DIPSEIL system – Student Area. DIPSEIL 
promotes the concept of distributed learning with an 
attempt to make a conceptual shift from a support of 
individual learning, based on information processing, 
towards a support of learning based on distributed 
cognition. DIPSEIL provides online access to a vast 
number of distributed text and multimedia information 
sources in the field of engineering education in an 
integrated manner. [2] Providing global access to 
digitized information which is flexible, 
comprehensive and with easy-to-use functionality at a 
reasonable cost has become possible with the 
technical developments in a several areas of computer 
and network science such as distributed databases, 
communications, multimedia and distributed 
information systems. DIPSEIL encompass the 
technology of storing and accessing data, processing, 
retrieval, compilation and display of data to students 
coming from geographically distributed sources 
(distributed DIPSEIL servers) using Internet as a 
major communication environment. Several 
architectures of Learning Management systems exist, 
both of them explore client-server model but none of 
them are distributed geographically and does not 
manage content delivery from distributed sources [3]. 

Distributed Internet-based Performance Support 
Environment for Individualized Learning (DISPEIL) 
is defined as an integrated and Internet accessible 
collection of performance support systems for 
educational purposes, that can be used when required, 
at a particular point of need, by an individual user, or 
a workgroup. [2] 

In DIPSEIL multiple users can interact with 
distributed educational content in real time, running 
on several servers, connected by a computer network 
using client server applications. 

The educational content is spread over several 
DIPSEIL servers across Europe and is structured 
mainly in the field of Electronics and Information 
technologies engineering education. 

DIPSEIL model 
DIPSEIL model defines the conceptual, functional, 

structural and technical foundations of the 

Performance-centered, distributed, web-based 
environment. The model is composed of many 
elements communicating each other. Each element has 
different specifications and applications designed to 
meet the requirements of a distributed management 
environment and the use of IPSS_EE_LOs – DIPSEIL 
Learning objects, and to create conditions for 
individualization. General pattern of DIPSEIL model 
is an aggregation of: 

• Conceptual model of DIPSEIL 
• Functional model of DIPSEIL 
• Model of learning objects used by DIPSEIL 
• Adaptive system model 
• Sequencing and Navigation - S & N Model 
• Learner's Activity Flowchart (LAF)  
The aggregation of DIPSEIL Learning Objects 

with the conceptual and functional models of the 
DIPSEIL learning environment also presents the 
processes associated with the delivery of educational 
content, and communication between student 
DIPSEIL environment and standardized model for 
data transmission to the learner. 

DIPSEIL Conceptual Model 
DIPSEIL conceptual model (fig.1) is based on 

IEEE P1484.1/D9, Draft Standard for Learning 
Technology - Learning Technology Systems 
Architecture (LTSA). 

According to [4] DIPSEIL conceptual model 
describes four processes: learner entity, evaluation, 
coach, and delivery process; two stores: learner 
records and learning resources; and thirteen 
information flows among these components: 
behavioral observations, assessment information, 
learner information (three times), query, catalog info, 
locator (twice), learning content, multimedia, 
interaction context, and learning preferences. 

Briefly, the overall operation has the following 
form: (1) the learning styles, strategies, methods, etc., 
are negotiated among the learner and other 
stakeholders and are communicated as learning 
preferences;(2) the learner is observed and evaluated 
in the context of multimedia interactions; (3) the 
evaluation produces assessments and/or learner 
information; (4) the learner information is stored in 
the learner history database; (5) the coach reviews the 
learner's assessment and learner information, such as 
preferences, past performance history, and, possibly, 
future learning objectives; (6) the coach searches the 
learning resources, via query and catalog info, for 
appropriate learning content; (7) the coach extracts the 
locators from the available catalog info and passes the 
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locators to the delivery process, e.g., a lesson plan; 
and (8) the delivery process extracts the learning 
content from the learning resources, based on locators, 
and transforms the learning content to an interactive 
multimedia presentation to the learner. 

Considering the distributed nature of the learning 
environment (fig.1), and the fact that the curriculum is 
geographically distributed in multiple servers the 
DIPSEIL conceptual model makes a major change 
some of the key information flows for educational 
content delivery and student records information flow. 

Key conclusions from DIPSEIL conceptual model 
are: 

• Two repositories - for educational content which 
is distributed and for student records (student 
portfolio) on DIPSEIL communication server 

• Need for "system communication"   process for 
delivery and distribution of educational content. 

The functional model of DIPSEIL fig.2 describes 
the main software components needed for the 
realization of a distributed learning management 
system. Here we can describe 2  core elements – 
distributed DIPSEIL servers and DIPSEIL 
communication server. Distributed DIPSEIL servers 
main software elements are: DIPSEIL Editor – 
software component for course and learning objects 
creation; Student Area – distributed software 
component with parts both on distributed servers and 
in communication server – its main functionality is to 
make the learning environment working interface; 
Database with learning objects – where the LO’s 
actual files are stored; Apache web server and 
MySQL database servers are key software 
components for DIPSEIL software environment; 
mDIPSEIL  is a software component for interaction of 
the remote content with mobile devices for M-

 
Fig.1. DIPSEIL Conceptual model. 
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Learning purposes. In the DIPSEIL communication 
server we can see the following software components:  
IPSS_EE Learning objects repository – database 
component which stores catalog information for actual 
learning objects files locations on distributed 
DIPSEIL servers; Database with student records and 
DIPSEIL user’s rights in the system; Course IPSS_EE 
management is a software component responsible for 
DIPSEIL courses management and information flow 
to distributed servers; ASM-adaptive system model 
software component which main function is to add 
some level of individualization of the student’s 
learning process; S&N - software component which 
function is the sequencing and navigation of learning 
content from the distributed servers to the learner 
according conceptual model processes and adaptive 
system model current condition; Login service – 
software component which deals with DIPSEIL users 
authorization in a distributed environment; Mobile 
Dipseil module – software component which interacts 
with the distributed component in the distributed 
servers and adds Mobile Learning functionalities. 

Novel multi-layer architecture for DIPSEIL 
The network architecture of DIPSEIL is shown on 

fig.3 and consists from 2 or more geographically 
distributed DIPSEIL servers with the corresponding 
server side software connected with communication 
server using Internet as a communication media. 

All DIPSEIL architecture services are accessible 
via web pages, so the learner needs only a web 
browser to operate during the learning session. The 
learner authenticates in DIPSEIL architecture using 
the login service on the communication server. All 
access rights are preliminary defined by an 
authentication mechanism during IPSS_EE data-base 
specification. The communication module manages all 
processes which are related to retrieval, distribution 
and content replication between the distributed 
DIPSEIL server nodes and the communication server. 

DIPSEIL skills assessment portal provides 
Capability Adviser where the skills of learners are 
assessed, already gained skills are recognized and for 
the skill gaps a learning plan is established. 

The software of the communication server 

 
Fig.2. Functional  architecture for DIPSEIL. 
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provides the "middle" layers of DIPSEIL architecture 
and also provides services for learning content 
distribution and maintaining the unified learning 
objects repository IPSS_EE_Los. The communication 
server also controls the processes for presentation of 
learning content to the student (student run-time 
environment) and data synchronizations in the 
distributed architecture. 

From the network point of view the architecture of 
the distributed learning environment DIPSEIL (fig.3) 
is a modified version of the decentralized structure, in 
which was added unified communication server 
performing certain tasks for the distribution of 
educational resources in the system and managing the 
flow of information transmitted between different 
modules of DIPSEIL. 

These are the main characteristics of DIPSEIL 

architecture: 
• The distributed DIPSEIL servers are independent 

of one another. They contain IPSS_EE_LOs 
packages and courses for various scientific 
subjects; 

• DIPSEIL servers are geographically allocated 
and language specified; 

• IPSS_EE Learning objects repository and 
common database with courses are maintained 
and dynamically created in real time with the 
software of communication server and multi-
layer architecture; 

• The communication media is Internet.  
• The operation systems of the local IPSS_EE 

servers can be heterogeneous (Linux, Windows) 

 
Fig.3. DIPSEIL Network Architecture. 
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• In DIPSEIL architecture there is no data replica-
tion in real time; 

• In the communication server is running user 
authentication service,student data records 
service, self-assesment  assessment service and 
capability adviser service; 

• The software of communication server is 
platform independent; 

DIPSEIL architecture is aimed at coordinating all 
learning related activities and the management of 
learning materials. The e-learning PC interacts 
directly with the communication server during the 
learning session. All DIPSEIL architecture services 
are accessible via web pages, so the learner needs only 
a web browser to operate during the learning session. 
The learner authenticates in DIPSEIL architecture 
using the login service on the communication server. 
All access rights are preliminary defined by an 
authentication mechanism during IPSS_EE data-base 
specification. The communication module manages all 
processes which are related to retrieval, distribution 
and content replication between the distributed 
DIPSEIL server nodes and the communication server. 

DIPSEIL skills assessment portal provides 
Capability Adviser where the skills of learners are 
assessed, already gained skills are recognized and for 
the skill gaps a learning plan is established. 

The main characteristics of DIPSEIL network 
architecture are: 

1.DIPSEIL distributed servers are independent 
from one another. Each has its own management 
server relational database and its own Web server. 
Each of distributed servers provides to DIPSEIL some 
functionality in the overall work environment and 
student environment and to  DIPSEIL editor.  

This functionality is realized by technology 
Apache + PHP + MySQL, such as control software is 
written in the form of PHP scripts running on the local 
web server.  

2. Each DIPSEIL distributed server has its own 
connection to the Internet through the network 
interface with a real IP address. It functions as a 
learning environment and it is required to transfer the 
information to a distributed server from the 
communication server using the middle layers of 
DIPSEIL architecture. 

3. There is no need to transfer data between two 
distributed DIPSEIL servers. Only communication 
between the communication server and distributed 
DIPSEIL servers is required and, and vice versa. 

In the proposed novel network architecture of 
DIPSEIL it is very easy to add a new distributed 
server and to load new learning content and courses. 

Conclusion 
The described in this paper DIPSEIL model and 

novel network architecture have been successfully 
implemented in a real Distributed Internet Based 
Support Environment for Individualized Learning – 
LMS which can be found at: http://env.dipseil.net/v3. 

The main novel features of the described 
distributed architecture are: very high level of system 
integrity; network transparency; replication 
transparency; improved performance; no data 
replication in real time. 

DIPSEIL system was used for students training in 
the field of International Master Course in 
“Information and Communication Systems” which has 
been created using the educational content from five 
European Universities. [2] At this moment in the 
system are loaded more than 25 educational courses in 
the field of Electronics Engineering, Informatics and 
Communication systems on 5 different languages. 
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ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES  

Compensation of power fluctuations in PV systems  
with supercapacitors 

Vladimir Lazarov, Zahari Zarkov, Hristiyan Kanchev,  
Ludmil Stoyanov, Bruno François 

 
This article examines the problems of integration of renewable energies in power systems, 

resulting from the changing nature of primary sources. Possible solutions to overcome the problem 
are the development of hybrid systems and/or the introduction of devices for energy storage. These 
devices serve to compensate for the change of power from renewable energy sources and to allow 
achieving of controlled constant power at the system output. In this work the authors propose a 
system for compensation of power fluctuations in photovoltaic (PV) systems with supercapacitor used 
as energy storage device. A model of a photovoltaic system, an electronic converter and a 
supercapacitor in Matlab/Simulink environment is created. Simulation studies were done using real 
data for solar radiation. Results from experimental studies of a supercapacitor operating with 
variable power are presented. The results confirm the viability of the idea and the possibilities to 
compensate fluctuations of low-power PV plants with supercapacitor only. 

Kомпенсиране на флуктуациите на мощността във фотоволтаични системи със 
суперкондензатори (Владимир Лазаров, Захари Зарков, Християн Кънчев, Людмил 
Стоянов, Брюно Франсоа). Статията разглежда проблемите за интегрирането на 
възобновяемите източници в  енергийните системи, произтичащи от променливия характер 
на първичните енергии. Възможните решения за преодоляването на проблема са 
разработването на хибридни системи и въвеждането на устройства за съхранение на 
енергия. Тези устройства служат за компенсиране на промените на мощността от ВЕИ и 
позволяват да се постигне контролирано постоянно производство на електроенергия. В 
работата авторите предлагат система за компенсиране на флуктуациите на мощността на 
PV електроцентрала с помощта на суперкондензатор като устройство за съхранение на 
енергия. Създаден е модел на система с фотоволтаик, суперкондензатор и електронен 
преобразувател в среда Matlab/Simulink. Проведени са симулационни изследвания с използване 
на реални данни за промените на слънчевата радиация. Представени са и резултати от 
експериментални изследвания за работа на суперкондензатор с променлива мощност. 
Резултатите потвърждават работоспособността на идеята и възможностите за 
компенсиране на флуктуациите на мощността на PV централи с малка мощност само със 
суперкондензатор.   

 

The mismatch of electricity production with 
consumption is a fundamental problem in the 
exploitation of electricity systems (ES). Actually the 
stochastic character and the limited predictability of 
the energy production typical for most of the 
renewable energy sources (RES) has become a 
serious problem that makes achieving grid balance 
more difficult [1], [2]. This an obvious obstacle for 
the further mass wind and photovoltaic technologies 
integration, since both are highly dependent on 
meteorological conditions and their instantaneous 

power depends on the available primary resource – 
wind or solar radiation. One possible solution to 
create generators with constant and predictable 
electricity production is the development of hybrid 
systems that combines different RES or introduces the 
energy storage [3], [4], [5]. 

The installed capacity of wind power already 
represents a significant percentage of the total grid 
power and many countries require that the wind farms 
operators cooperate with network dispatchers. Various 
examples of combining wind power generators and 
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other RES and energy storage system (ESS) can be 
found in the literature [6], [7]. 

Nowadays PV plants represent a still small but 
growing share of electricity production in most 
countries. However, the growth in installed PV 
capacity and related reduction in installation costs, 
fig.1 and fig.2 [8], will lead to a significant increase in 
the share of PV power plants in power systems. 

 
Fig.1. Global installed PV capacity. 

 
Fig.2. Average market prices of photovoltaics. 

As a result, the applicability of the ESS in PV plants 
has become particularly relevant and studies are 
required in order to make the production of these plants 
more constant and predictable [9], [10], [11]. If the 
latter goals are achieved, PV plants will be able to 
access the free electricity markets. This will be a key 
issue in the near future which, if resolved, can 
stimulate further development of photovoltaic systems 
and increase their use rate [4], [5]. 

Various technologies ESt can be integrated with PV 
systems. The possibilities vary from pumped storage or 
compressed air energy storage (CAES) to short-term 
energy storage systems as supercapacitors (SC) or 
flywheels (FWSS). Different battery technologies such 
as lead acid, NiCd, NiMH or NaS Li-ion, are also used, 
as well as superconducting magnetic energy storage 
(SMES), or even hydrogen fuel cells [14]. 

Currently, to compensate for fluctuations in the 
solar power plants with large capacity, most 
appropriate are ESt with batteries, combined with 
supercapacitors [12], [13].  

Block diagram of the so-called "cascade" hybrid 
generator (HG) is presented in fig.3. In this study, a 

hybrid generator means a combination of a PV 
generator and a storage unit. A battery is connected 
after the PV installation through a DC converter and 
the network connection is realized via a DC/AC 
converter (inverter).  

One of the main disadvantages of the scheme 
presented in fig.3 is that the battery is charged or 
discharged with high current in the case of PV 
production change. This shortens the battery’s lifetime 
and necessitates a search for other system 
configurations. 

DC 
DC PV 

generator 

Battery  
bank 

AC 

DC 
Grid

Converter 
with MPPT

Grid 
connected 
inverter 

 
Fig.3. Cascade hybrid generator. 

A good solution to this problem is the inclusion of a 
supercapacitor, which is able to cover the rapid power 
fluctuations provided the battery operates with currents 
of lower amplitude and frequency. 

In this context, and in view of the rapid increase of 
the capacity and of the energy density of 
supercapacitors, it is possible to design a system for 
energy storage only with supercapacitors by removing 
the battery. It is now feasible for systems with low 
power. However, at present the supercapacitors’ 
capacity is such that it compensates for only relatively 
fast power variations – within 1-2min. Using only one 
type of storage leads to simplification of the whole 
system as well as simplification of the structure and of 
the control and energy management. 

The aim of the presented work is to study the 
possibilities to compensate for PV power generation 
fluctuations caused by solar radiation changes, using a 
supercapacitor. For this purpose computer models were 
developed and the relevant simulations were made. 
Experiments were conducted and the obtained results 
demonstrate the models’ validity and the possibility for 
practical realization of the study’s proposal. 

Compensation of PV generator power 
fluctuations 

For the purposes of the presented study the authors 
consider a system with photovoltaic and 
supercapacitor shown in fig.4. This structure is 
suitable for implementation and management, because 
the sources are connected to the local DC bus through 
power electronic converters. The connection to the 
grid is realized by single-phase or three-phase 
inverter. The entire system is managed by a controller 
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that monitors the power reference to be injected to the 
grid and distributes power the flows between the 
elements. 

Fig.5 illustrates schematically the power flows in 
the studied system. The injected to the grid power PAG 
is the algebraic sum of the PV generator power PPV 
and the storage system power PSC.  
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Local Controller 
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Fig.4. Electrical generator with PV and supercapacitor. 

 
Fig.5. Power flows in the hybrid generator. 

One of the main problems in the HG operation is 
the creation of an adequate algorithm for the power 
distribution between the system components. 

Typically the power converter of the photovoltaic 
operates with maximum power tracking. Thus the 
output power depends on the stochastic solar radiation 
but the system operator (manager of the energy 
system) requires constant output power.  

In this situation a possible solution for the system 
management is as follows: the output power of the 
hybrid generator PAG is a constant and required by the 
system operator. The difference that must be covered 
by the storage device is 

(1)   PSC = PAG - PPV . 

This power can be positive or negative i.e. 
injecting power to the grid or storing in the 
supercapacitor. 

Matlab model 
For the operation study of the presented hybrid 

generator is created a model in the Matlab/Simulink 
environment. The model structure is shown in fig.6. It 
corresponds to the block diagram in fig.4. The PV 
generator injects its power to the DC bus where a 
filter capacitor with large capacity Cdc is connected. 
The inverter consumes power from the DC bus and 
supply grid. Its power is set outside and is kept 
constant by the embedded controller. The PV plant 
power changes are compensated by the energy storage 
system including a supercapacitor, a power electronic 
converter and a control unit. 

The scheme of the electronic converter, connecting 
the supercapacitor to the DC bus is shown in fig.7. In 
this case, the selected converter is so-called "buck-
boost" converter with two transistors. This converter 

PSC 

PPV 
PAG 

Grid side Generator 

 iPV iSCC

iC
iINV

 
Fig.6. Matlab/Simulink model 
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is a two-quadrant one and allows bidirectional current 
flow to and from the supercapacitor. The converter is 
controlled by a PWM and by feedback of current and 
voltage. 

The power’s balance is made on the DC bus 
through the SC power converter control. This control 
uses two loops – DC voltage Vdc regulator and 
supercapacitor current ISC regulator, which is a slave 
feedback – fig.6. 

 
Fig.7. Power converter scheme. 

The following expressions are valid for the 
photovoltaics, the inverter, the SC electronic 
converter and the capacitor Cdc currents (fig.6, fig.7): 

(2)  iC = iSCC + iPV  - iInv ;       

(3)  0)(1
dcC

dc
dc Vdtti

C
V += ∫   , 

where Vdc0 is the initial capacitor voltage. 
When the voltage Vdc does not change the average 

current through the condenser is IC = 0. This means 
that the average currents of the three elements – PV 
generator, electronic converter and inverter are 
balanced as follows: 

ISCC + IPV  = IInv . 

If Vdc = const. the same expression applies to 
powers, which means that the total output power of 
the photovoltaics and the SC is consumed entirely by 
the inverter and is injected into the grid. 
Consequently, the DC bus capacitor voltage 
variations can be used as a criterion for the power 
balance. This approach is used to control the 
supercapacitor electronic converter. The Vdc regulator 
maintains the voltage of the capacitor Cdc to a 
constant value by adjusting the supercapacitor current 
iSC. In the model as feedback is used the current 
through the SC iSC instead of the current of the 

converter input iSCC. Those currents are related by the 
equation  

(4)  
SC

dcSCC
SC V

Vii ⋅=  , 

deduced from the power equality before and after the 
power converter by its losses neglecting. 

Both regulators in the simulation model are 
proportional-integral (PI). 

All power converters in the scheme operate with 
PWM. Because the study requires the simulation of a 
long time period, the converter models are averaged 
and converted to continuous models. This makes it 
possible to simulate the operation of the system for 
long time periods – minutes and hours. 

The used photovoltaic model is the Durisch model, 
which shows a good performance according to the 
authors’ experience [15]. 

Simulation results 
Numerous simulations in several different 

operation modes are conducted with the developed 
model. Real data is used for the solar radiation 
recorded each minute. This data shows very large 
solar flux changes - from 155 to 848W/m2, because 
they are registered on a day with variable cloudiness. 

The following data for the system elements is used 
in the simulations: 

• Photovoltaic generator with 820Wp installed 
power (4 panels, 205Wp each) at standard test 
conditions (STC); 

• Single-phase inverter for grid connection with 
1000W rated power; 

• Supercapacitor with 166F capacity and nominal 
voltage 48V (2 modules in parallel, 83F each); 

• The Cdc capacitor capacity is 8*4700µF; 
• The choke inductance is L=1,2mH; 
• The DC bus voltage is Vdc=50V; 
• The supercapacitor converter commutation 

frequency is 4kHz. 

The simulation results are shown in Fig.8. The 
simulation time period is 4800s or 1h20min. The solar 
radiation variation is illustrated in the first subfigure. 
The inverter operates with constant reference power 
PAG=500W, injected to the grid. The power reference 
is shown in the second graph, together with the PV 
generator power variation. We observe that PV works 
with very large power changes – from 125 to 776W, 
and this power takes values less than or greater than 
the required inverter power. The difference in the PV 
generator and inverter powers is covered by the 
supercapacitor through its power converter. This is 
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the power PSC in the third subfigure. It varies from -
300 to +380W, as a photovoltaic power complement 

to 500W at any time. The fourth graph shows the 
supercapacitor current, which varies between -20 and 
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Fig. 8. Results from the simulation with Matlab/Simulink. 
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+18A. Its shape follows approximately the power 
curve, 

(5)  PSC = ISC ⋅ VSC , 

There is a difference because the supercapacitor volt-
age is not constant as it is illustrated in the fifth sub-
figure.  

The initial capacitor voltage is 25V, which corre-
sponds to 27% of the maximum energy that it can 
stock. The stored energy quantity is the parameter 
state-of-charge (SOC) – the state of charge of the 
storage device, expressed in percentages. For a ca-
pacitor the expression is 

(6) ,%100
2

⋅⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

SCR

SC

V
VSOC ,  

where VSCR is the supercapacitor rated voltage. 
The state of charge variation is shown on the sixth 

graph. It changes between 10 and 95%, which are too 
extreme values. The DC bus voltage Vdc is illustrated 
in the last subfigure. It varies into a very small range, 
because of the proper Vdc regulator operation. There is 
only one big change around 4200s, due to critically 
low supercapacitor voltage. At this moment, the SC 
current sharply increases and the regulator cannot 
respect the voltage reference. Immediately after this 
follows a very sharp change of photovoltaic power, 
that causes the Vdc voltage increasing over its refer-
ence value of 50V. 

With the selected system and element parameters 
it is possible to compensate successfully for the PV 
generator power collapses for a few hundred seconds. 
An example: the maximum amount of energy that can 
be stocked in the supercapacitor is 191kJ. In fact it 
can consume power from the SC until its voltage de-
crease to around 10V, which means SOC = 4.34% or 
available energy 183kJ. This means that if the power 
reference is 800W and PV is not working, the SC can 
supply the system for 228s. Accordingly, at 500W 
output power SC will provide energy for 366s or 
6min. 

Experimental results 
For experimental verification of the possibility to 

compensate for photovoltaic power fluctuations with 
supercapacitor several experiments were carried out 
on an experimental bench, which includes a superca-
pacitor module Maxwell Boostcap BMOD0083P048 
with 83F capacity and rated voltage of 48V, an elec-
tronic converter with MOSFET transistors, a choke 
inductance of 1.2mH , current and voltage sensors 
(according to fig.7). For the control realization is used 

a microprocessor system dSPACE DS1103. 
To check the system performances at variable 

power into the controller has been introduced previ-
ously generated SC power profile, considered as a 
power reference that comes from the regulator. A 
power with faster fluctuations than in the simulations 
is used in the experiment. The reason is a limitation of 
the measurement apparatus, which does not allow 
data recording for a longer time period. Such rapid 
fluctuations are possible on partly cloudy days with 
wind presence, when solar radiation can change sig-
nificantly within seconds. 

In the experiment, from the SC power reference 
PSC_ref is calculated the SC current reference ISC_ref, 
which is the input variable of the current regulator 

(7)  
SC

refSC
refSC V

P
I _

_ = .  

In fig.9 are shown the experimental results for 6s. 
The supercapacitor’s current and voltage variations 
are registered with a digital oscilloscope. 

The initial capacitor voltage is 30V. Its variation is 
very small, because of the short time period, where 
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Fig.9. Experimental data for the supercapacitor current, 

voltage and powers. 
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the condenser can not be charged or discharged sig-
nificantly for such time period. 

The real supercapacitor power PSC is calculated by 
multiplication of the measured current and voltage. It 
is presented in the second subfigure with the control-
ler power reference PSC_ref for a comparison. It can be 
concluded that the power reference is correctly fol-
lowed by the regulator and the converter. The differ-
ences are mostly due to the error of the sensor for 
current measurement. The regulator dynamic is very 
good and the power reference is followed exactly 
during the rapid fluctuations of the supercapacitor 
compensating power. Obviously, the combination of 
supercapacitor and electronic power converter with an 
adequate control can compensate for both slow and 
fast (with large amplitude changes) generator output 
power with RES – in this case a PV generator. 

Conclusion 
This paper presents the study of the possibility to 

compensate for power fluctuations of a photovoltaic 
generator with low power using a supercapacitor.  

An algorithm is developed for the supercapacitor 
power converter control for compensation of the 
variable photovoltaics output and for providing an 
opportunity to inject constant power into the grid. 

A computer model is created and numerous 
simulations are performed with it to confirm the 
performance and the correct behaviour of the 
combination photovoltaic generator - supercapacitor - 
electronic converter - control. The simulations used 
real solar radiation data. 

An experimental bench with supercapacitor and 
electronic converter is created and is controlled with 
microprocessor system dSPACE 1103. The 
experimental study results demonstrate the possibility 
to compensate for rapid power fluctuations of 
photovoltaic generators using only a supercapacitor as 
a storage device. This system allows for the 
compensation of changes even up to 100% of the 
installation rated power, because of the capability of 
the supercapacitor and the electronic converter to 
work with maximum power for a short time. 

The compensation of variations for longer periods 
inevitably requires the introduction of an energy 
storage system with larger capacity, such as batteries, 
which is subject to further researches by the authors. 
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With 65 years of experience in the energy sector, CERB EAD has specialized in 

performing diagnostics, maintenance, partial repair or overhaul of: dry and oil immersed 
transformers, autotransformers and all types of rotating electrical machines. 

CERB EAD provides to its clients the following services: 

o Vibro diagnostics and balancing of rotors, turbines, pumps and fans 
o Control of metals 
o Transport of heavy and oversized loads by road or railway 
o Vocational training, accreditation and re-accreditation for welders 

Along with our services, regarding diagnostics, maintenance and repair, CERB EAD 
expanded its scope of activities with the manufacturing of the following equipment: 

Manufacturing of new transformers 
o Power transformers with rated power up to 80 МVA and voltage up to 110 kV 
o Distribution transformers with rated power up to 1600 kVA and voltages up to 35 kV  
o Dry transformers with rated power up to 2500 kVA and voltages up to 20 kV 
o Neutral earthing resistors (NER) and star centers 

Manufacturing of new rotating electrical machines 
o Hydro generators with rated power up to 10 MVA and voltages up to 10,5 kV 
o DC motors with rated power up to 1500 kW 
o AC motors (synchronous or asynchronous) with rated power up to 2500 kW and voltages 

up to 10,5 kV 

Partnership: CERB EAD is an official representative of GE Energy; Marelli Motori 
S.Р.A.; ETRA. 

Ongoing CERB EAD projects, outside the country: 

CERB EAD, in a consortium with the Italian company AnsaldoSistemiIndustriali, completed 
the planned overhaul in the Greek HPP Kremasta, upon order from the National Electric Company 
of Greece – PPC, successfully and before the appointed time. With the work of the CERB 
technologists, the power has increased with 15%. This is a second project of the Bulgarian 
company in Kremasta, as in 2011 an emergency partial repair of the stator was performed.  

In this moment, in the repair base of CERB an overhaul is performed on transformer with 
rated power 52 MVA, 150 kV, also property of PPC. In December 2012 repaired transformer with 
power of 31 MVA and voltage of 110 kV was dispatched for EVN Macedonia. We are also in a 
process of receiving a stator from generator 10 MVA from Georgia, TPP Rioni. 

In the end of 2012, CERB began working in Romania, as now high voltage motors of the 
company MECHEL are being repaired in the Base’s workshops.  

In the following year, CERB will execute projects in Bosnia and Herzegovina – the first 
project of the Bulgarian company is a technical inspection and repair of generator in one of the 
largest thermal power plants in the country – TPP Kakanj. The project is assigned to CERB EAD 
by the largest local distribution company – Elektroprivreda BiH, after performing a tender 
procedure.  
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Трансформатор 50 MVA

110 kV п/ст “Столник”
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